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July 24, 1984

Dr. Juanita K. Hunter, Ed.D., R.N.
Chairperson
Cabinet on Human Rights
American Nurses 1 Association, Inc.
2420 Pershing Road
Kansas City, MO 64108
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,W.4.134 (B)

Dear Dr. Hunter:
Thank you very much for your letter and the attached Certificate of Honor of
June 26, 1984, received July 18, 1984.

I

am

MAR 16 1985

grateful to the American Nurses' Association for this recognition.

It is regretable that I cou ld not receive
·
thi·s tribute at the convention.
I understand that the awards activity was quite impressive.
Again, thank you very mucl1.
Sincerely,

z
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'-lucille B. Wilson, R.N., Ed.D.
Chairperson and Professor
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Re:sotutiOn on Baccalaureate Scholarship Program

WHEUAS. Ed~R

for those licensed to practice nuning should take
place in institutiom of higher education; and
WHUZAS. Minimum preparation for beginning professional nursing practice ai present should be the baccalaureate in nw:sing; and
WHDEAS. 1'be vast majority of registered nurses have been prepared below
the baa:alaureatc lcvcl for musing practice; a.ad
WHZUAS, A cutback of funds for nursing educatio_n. student loans, and
scbolanbips would reduce and severely handicap the access of students to
baa:alaurcatc nuning programs; therefore, be it
&./wd, That ANAsuppon the Commission on Human Rights in iu efforts
to create a scholarship fund to support baccalaureate education for registered
nurses; and be it
Roolr,a/, lnat the aheria for selection of scholarship recipients reflect
national priorities for incn:asing access to nursing care in underscrvcd areas of
our population.
"Ille last action of the House of Delegates in connection with the repon of
the Cornrnissinn on Human Rights was the adoption. during the final business
9CS1ion, of the following motion: ..That .-\.~A encourage membcn not to
attend national meetings of any organization that are held in states that ha,.-e
not cndorxd the Equal Rights .~cndmcnL..

Ad oft'-ci b':\.\tu. ,qqca
\-\ou..u.

"ua~C\~~

?tfl~ORln· REPRESE!'-<1•.\TlOX I!'. :-;t·RsI:-.Ci EDFC•.\TlON'
There continues 10 bf minimal np~ntatifln nr m1:mn11-· group:;
in nursing and nursing education. partirularl.), at tht- bacralaurt-.ur and
hipirr dt-t=r~ lenls: and
WHEREAS. Thi!= minimal n-p.._,ntation refltt:t!' tbt- n~ for in.:ff:'1..--eci t-ffon.,
WHEREAS.

focused on recruitment. retention. and ,:raduati~n or minority ~~,.ns at
tht- b3,·calaurt-alt- and hiJher dt-gne le1.t-b; and
WHERE.'5. Pro~ chani~ in educational ttqi.ir.-:m-nt.. for nu~ ma.),·
havt-!'ipiifit"z.nt impat·! upon minority rl'plbt-ntanon in n:.:r$;DJ. H~i.all.),
at tht- baci:alaun,ate and hi,tu:r d~tt ll've-1!<: then.fore.
n
Resolt·ed, That the American ~ul'SE!'· As-cociation and i;:. con,;ti:uent!' p,·t:
major wru.iderarion to the- elrl'l:ts that the pro~ .:han~~ in eduunonal
rt"quin:ments for nurses may ha1.e c,n n-Jnorit} rt-pl'\'5<:,n:atie>r. in r...1rsi~;~:
and be it
Resolt-ed, That the American Nu~· A.~i.:.:io:i ~tabll!'~ liai:.on n-lationshiP-" 1,1.ith variou.-- group.<" n-pRSt-nting fflL"lc>rit.), r.c!'~ in <.>rcit-r to
facilitate l'Ollahoratic,n n-1,ardini the- educatiC\na: nn-e.-- nf :m.'loriut::-: and

be it
Resolud. That the Ame-rit·an Xun,e,;.· ~~iation ar:d it$ lP11'"titut-n•!o$Ui'~.,in
thrir al·ti..-e role in the- rt-affirmation of their corm:.it::t'!nt t<• in<rt-a.~ the
num~rs of bla-7ks and other mmoriti~ in th..- nu~in~ pr<:1f~:aion by

introducini; nt:w lt:gislation and '-igorou.c:lc1,· ~uppo?'tir,~ J~lati!>n that "'ill
increase rt-t·ruitm..-nt. retention. and ,:raduation !'£ r.:nc::sm~ p,:nai>~ in
batcalaure3te and big.lier de,:rET program,- in nur~in;. and bt:- it
Resolt~d. That tht- Amencan Su=· As."Ueiation ~tat>!l!'t: bai."'1n n-!ationshiP-" -aith ,·arioll!' edu1.."atior.al grou~ to facilitiltt: tht- d~:'t'minia1ic,n of
information and pro,idt- suppc;n for re.:r.ritnwn, of i::iir.,c,n:~ ~?'!'<ill!- intn
baccalaurt:att- progr.um in numng; and be it
R~soh..~d. That tbt, American Xu~· Assixiarioc ;uppon conunued fundinJ
from muhiplE, source!' to as..<u~ writutionalization of proptrL" in nur!inJ
education desipled to incrnK- minority representation in nuning. and
e:sert its politic.-al po•6 to•-ard SKUring financial ~pport for bl.&ck and
othl'!' min,,ri1-. in.ctitatiom; and it
Resah:ffl. That thl' American Xurws · Association suppr,n th..- dt-• t'fopmen1 of
me-chanisms for financial &.'-ci!:tanc-l' for minurit'-· !tud..-nt.'- in ba.-i'-· and
graduatt- nursing tducatior. programs.
-

Adopted by the 1980 ANA House of Delegates
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DPORT OP 1'BE CABillE'l.' C. NORSI!la EDDCA'l'IOH

Report: A
(A-84)

SUBJECT:

Impleaentation of the Baccalaureate

PRESBR'l:ED BY:

Delight M. Tillotson, H.S.N., R.N.
Chair, Cabinet on Nursing Education

REl1ERRED 10:

Reference Comaittee 8
(Jo Ann Page, M.H., R.H., Chair)
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Cabinet on Nursing Education has had as its primary focus over the
past biennium the development of strategies to facilitate implementation
of a coherent system for nursing education and particularly the
·implementation of the baccalaureate as the educational preparation for
professional nursing practice. Support of the cabinet for the concept of
grandfathering continues as it has since 1978.
The

~e work of the interdisciplinary National Task Force on Education for
Nursing Practice culminated in publication of a major document Education
for Nursing Practice in the Context of the 1980s, published in May
1983.
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Past Bouse Action
Resolution on Identification and Titling of Establishment of Two
Categories of Nursing Practice (1978)
Resolution on Establishing a Mechanism for Deriving COllpetency Statements
for the Two Categories of Nursing Practice (1978)
Resolution on Increasing Accessibility to career Mobil!ty Programs in
Rursing (1978)
Resolution on Baccalaureate Scholarship Program (1978)
Notion: 78 Concept of Grandfathering
Motion: 78 Continuation of Services to all ANA Members
Resolution onllinority Representation in Nursing ~ucation (1980)
Resolution on Baccalaureate Programs in Nursing for Registered Nurses
(1980)
Motion: 82 Expedite Implementation of the Baccalaureate
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At the same time and in response to the cabinet's request, the Board of
Directors allocated funds to be used to fand one or ac,re states to
implement their p1ans for establishing the baccalaureate position. In
addition, the board provided funds to the cabinet to convene a meeting of
American Nurses' Association representatives and representatives of a
number of state nurses' associations with plans for nursing education.
'l'he purpose of the meeting was to develop a coordinated strategy for
achieving the association's educational goal..
The strategy •eting was held in Kansas City in July 1983. Significant
outc:011es of the •eting included consensus that 1) a c:ontinuoas flow of
information regarding SHAs' progress in implementation is required, and
2) the SNAs need financial assistance in their illpleaentation of the ANA
goal.
The cabinet plaMed for distribution of the funds by collaborating with
the Center for Research in the issuance of a formal request for proposals
from SNAs. Twelve states responded. Prom this group two states we.re
selected to receive grants to support implementation of their plans.

The Board of Directors in approving its 1984 budget offered further
support by committing additional funds over the next five years to assist
in implementation. A total of four states were selected by the cabinet on
Nursing Education to receive funds for this first year to assist them. in
establishing congruence between baccalaureate preparation for professional
nursing practice and rules, regulations and statutes governing nursing
licensure. The board also committed funds to support a scholarship
program for baccalaureate completion and graduate education for minority
nurses.
During the last biennium other indications of important progress toward
the ANA goal of baccalaureate education as the basis for professional
nursing practice have been noted. Increasing numbers of SNAs are taking
official positions of support.
A review of the past four years
78 to 1980-81) reveals that the

of the available nursing statistics (1977number of state-approved basic
baccalaureate nursing programs has increased by 12 percent, providing
improved accessibility for R.N.'s pursuing the baccalaureate degree. over
the same period, the reported numbers of R.N.'s recognizing their need for
baccalaureate preparation, returning to colleges and universities and
graduating with the baccalaureate degr1N! increased by 33 percent. Of
these, the proportion studying part time increased by 12 percent.
The number of ethnic-minority.students pursuing the bacc:alaureate degree
is increasing also. The percentage of minority students pursuing
baccalaureate preparation, as canpared to other nursing programs,
increased from 9.4 to 12.8 percent. In 1978, the highest percentage of
Minority nursing students were enrolled in associate degree nursing
programs (10.7 percent). By 1981, the highest percentage of minority

(

...• ··~$()
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1

2

nursing atucSenta were enrolled in baccalaureate programs (12.8 percent).
fte percentage of
nursing students as compared with total

5

nursing enrollments al.so increased fr011ft 8.5 percent to 10.6 percent.
Even though this is a p:,sitive trend, it is just a small beginning toward
our long term goal of equal representation of all minorities within the

8
9

'!he Cabinet of Nursing Education and the Cabinet on Nursing Practice have
been in communication with one another to assure that there is clarity

3

4

.,

6

nursing profession •

10
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around approaches to achieving congruence of licensure with baccalaureate
preparation ... On February 11, 1984, the cabinet on Nursing Practice
endorsed the main motion aCC0111Panying this report.
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All of the other ANA cabinets have also been invited to submit
iecommellCJations for implementation strategy and their full support has
been requested. All ANA cabinets were also asked to assess the impact and
questions regarding this implementation strategy on the pursuit of other
ANA goals such as those concerned with economic and general welfare, human
rights, ethics, nursing research, and practice.
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The cabinet on Nursing Education plans to move forward to coordinate
national planning and the use of resources for establishing baccalaureate

education as preparation for professional nursing practice. Consistent
with these efforts, the Cabinet on Nursing Education recommends:
!!lat tbe Aller lean aaraes • Aaaociatioa estab1ish the goal. that the
heccalaur~a1:e-·for professional. nursing practice be hpleaented in

51 of the states by 1986
151 of the states by 1988
501 of the atatea by 1992 an4
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1001 of the at:atea by 1995

32
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36

witb tbe alt.Jaate goal being congruence of professional nurse
Ucenanl:e with the educaUonal base of the baccalaw:eate in
nursing.

3/20/84
4/04/84

the history of nursing is replete with esaaples of courageous, assertive, and
future oriented leaders.

Those nurses have interwovea their talents uot ODl.y in

setting the course for nursing but for many of the enduring social revobtions of the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

As nurses,. we should be proud of our heritage.

Those positive changes initiated by nurses have occurred in spite of a systematic
deuial of the power potential and worth of nltZ'ses and nursing by the society as a
'l{hole.

Tba struggle for attainment of true professionalism. by nurses is in many respects
akin to the plight of minorities in America.

Nothing less tbau a complete. chaa.ge in

the ec~c, political and social system will be needed to achieve this goal.
Differing vietJpoi:nts between and among nursing leaders and organizations coot:fnuaUy

•

reinforce to the nursing community and to the public at large that our house is

divided.

The continuing conflicts about standardization of nurs:lng education. col-

lective bargaining and cr.edentialing are but a few of such examples.

I believe that if we are to survive as a profession or a sad-profession,
recop.ue and support one voice which will speak for the nursing profession.
rently, we do not do this.

we must

Cur-

Secondly, we must engage ourse1ves more actively :in the

actual political, social and economic systems which now control our being without our
equal representation.

Thirdly• we must keep pace with our il1ustrlous past and accept

the challenges of change which require increased knowledge and expertise.
As minority

suuggle.

nurses,. we have unique contributions wbi.ch we can offer to the

Our experiences of black nurses in a color conscious society afford us the

opportunity to provide unique ·leadership abilities to our colleagues.

I believe

nursing has the pot:ential to achieve professionalism, however we must look to

ourselves for the action plan and the actors.
Juanita E. Hunter
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• AHEnl.CAK NUP.S&S I ASSOClA'UOX

.

•
MmlllCAN WBSES I ASSOCIAnON

R>:SOJ.l"l'ION r.EGt:r.nnm ADVA~CE:·:O!'r 01? .,U:.:\ CO";:c1-::~, FOR n:rEmr.oup r~ATIO~S
··(Subad:ttcd by thQ &"iA Co5mdttca on legislation)

-·

•

11IAMI BEACK, FLORIDA
Kay 6, 1960

Jlesolu~ion

:ae

.

Acceptance of All Professional Nurses as Members

.. VBEREAS,

f

•

.

·abolish racial prejcdice, poverty and discria:ina:ion in
our s_ociety; therefore, be it
•·
. . .
.

. RF.SOLVLJl, That nurses increase and intensify their partici~ati~n
in local, state and nation.:1 action 3rot95 l.:od:fog to
eliminate: conditions oi: discrir.iinatfon and d~~rivation;
and be it iurther

..

i)

.

j

':.

.

eiarc

Ctf discriminator;
lmSOLVED, that whenever nuises··are
practices,· both tdthin end c,utside of the hea1th field,
they ha\-c. an obligation to noti!y the prop~r authority,
kno;dng that they will be supported by the k:laricmi
Hw:scs' J.ssociation on all ·1cvels; 2nd be St further

"

...,

RESOJ.VF.D, thc:t the 1\.-ucrican l?urscs 1 }.ssociation work at all levals
·to help ohtain suf flcicmt and substz.ntial funds frcci
national, state and local &O\"Crnment for all pre>&r~.:ns
which help to eli.ainntc discrimin~tion and poverty; znd
be it furthe:1;
•
•

RESOLVED, tlwt the·knerican Nurses' >.ssoci~tion ·make ev~ry effort
to imprc•ve tbe eciucational system and the educ.itio.ial

I

i

•

·- ...._:

the J.l:lerican Nurses' 4\Ssociation has supported legislation and programs to pro'!!!Ote and protect the physical,
aental and social -wcl.1-bein& of all citben~ regardless
of racc 11 creed.· color or national ·origin; and . ·
.
~ERF.AS 11 tlae course of recent evants mak~s clear the challe,.,ge
• to all people for self-e:-.amination anc! dctermini1tion to

Adopted by the 1960_ANA House of Delegates

I

equalig, ,_justice, a.'ld economic· opportunity to millions
•

•

J

•

deprivation, "discrimination and iaciai prejudice ·-deny

of Americana; and

Jle lved That the suce be further encouraged in its efforts to provide
..!:ership in its state nurses associati'!>n for.all qualified profes:-ional
11u.rses so that by at least the tble of the next biennium all fifty states
will have accept:ed all professional nurses as members.

I
i

,r

opportunities for all
grou,s without regard to race,
creed, color, sex, national origin..
·

..

Adopted by the 1968 ANA Hous~ of De1egates ••
(APPROVED BY HOUSE OF DE:U:G.'-.n:S 1968)

JLU:hb
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RESOUJTION ON IIJRSIN6 EOOCATION

R£SOUJTION ON HEALTH CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

.

(Sulllftted by the ANA Calllrission on Nursing Services)

WHEREAS, There are. too few llellbers of a1nor1ty groups in nursing; and
lltEREAS, There is a knolffl need 1or additional health service workers to meet the
hea 1th care needs of our society; and

WHEREAS, CurriculllllS of .many schools of nursing do not provide a practical
approach
the problems of today's society; therefore be it

lilfEREAS, The uneq,loyment rate is greater among socio-eco1K1111cally disadvantaged
groups; and
-.

will prepare minority group men and mnen to enter schools of nursing; and

HREAS, lndfriduals with socio-econoarfcally disadvantaged backgrounds have demonstrated interest and capability in delivering health care services; therefore, be

RESOLVED. That the AHA seek increased funds to provide schools of nursing
with low cost loans and scholarship aid; and

RESOLVED, That the lmerican Nurses' Association reaffinn comaitment to the expansion

RESOLVED, That the ANA urge schools of nursing including graduate programs, to
develop programs of cultural studies of various ethnic groups; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the ANA actiYely seek develosment of remedial programs which

it

of mployaent and educational opportunities for the socio-economically disadvantaged
fn the health occupations including the field of nursing; and

RESOLVED. That the ANA seek ways to sponsor progrill!l5 which _will help nurs~ to
work with coamJnity groups in defining, and obtain1ng serv1ces to meet the1r
health care needs.

RESOLVED, That the ANA encourage and assist SNAs and DNAs to initiate programs
.-ich. facilitate success in education, employment and retention in the field of
nursing for the socfo-econcmically disadvantaged.

--·,

t ")
•

Adapted by the 1970 ANA House of Delegates

I

·--.-·

\

Adopted by the 1970 ANA House of Delegates

a
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Page 6

0

RESOLUTION ON ANCILLARY PERSONNa
(/aended by the

.

House of Delegates}

RESOUJTION .ON NATIONAL PRIORITY

C,.nded

,

IIIEREAS, Ancillary nursing personnel in hospitals and other health agencies

generally are poorly paid; and

IIIEREAS, Hospitals and other health agencies generally have not provided
prog,aas. funds, or released time for education which will provide career
a.dvanceaent for- ancillary personnel. and

IIIEREAS, Ancillary nursing personnel play an important role fn providing direct
patient care; therefore. be it
__
RESOLVED. That the ANA develop a meaningful position supporting career advanceaent and iaproved econcmic and ge~eral welfare for ancillary personnel.
__Adopted by the 1970 ANA House

.

,.,

by the House of Delegates)

.

WHEREAS. The delivery of health care is not currently available to all
citizens; and

WHEREAS, The current fiscal allowances in the federal budget do not penrit
adequate delivery of health care; therefore, be it
RESOLVED That the ANA again emphasize its belief that quality care is a right
for all persons, not a privilege for the few, and continue to visibly support
all measures to obtain this end; and
·

RESOLVED, The ANA vigorously pressure the govemnent
redefine its priorities
so that health care for its citizens be a first prior1ty.
_

ol Delegates
Adopted by the 1970 ANA House of Delegates

,.
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RESOLUTION ON PROFESSIONAL RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Page 8

(

RESOLUTION ON THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION
OF HUMAN RIGHTS
(Submitted with endorsement of the
ANA Board of Directors)

WHEREAS, Nursing practitioners generally do not have the means to define and
implement their independent functioning within their practice setting; and

WHEREAS, Nurses frequently are prohibited fran asserting their personal

political views. and participating in activities which reflect these beliefs;
therefore. be it
.
.

WHEREAS, The International Council of Nurses has endorsed the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights and requested its member associations to take appropriate steps to
support and implement the objectives as set out in the United Nations Declaration
of Human Rights, and

RESOL~ED? That the ANA clearly define and support methods through which
nurses w,11 have a definite and effective voice in their practice reinforced
by support of grievance processes; and
. _

WHEREAS, The United States actively supported and voted far approval of the
Declaration of Human Rights in the General Assembly of the United Nations on
December 10, 1948, and

RESOLVED. That the ANA take a more· active role in protecting individual nurses
whose professional rights are infringed upon because of their socio-political
convictions.
·

WHEREAS, The President's Coomission·f-or Observance of Human Rights Year - 1968
measured the progress of the United States towards achievement of the standards
embodied in the Declaration, and
WHEREAS, The United States has enacted many and fine laws dealing with cultural,
civil, politi~al_and economic ri~hts, and yet millions of its citizens are poor,
too many ar_e 1ll1terate, malnourished and poorly housed, lacking health care,
and minorities are still striving for basic rights and opportunities; be it
therefore

Adopted by the 1970 ANA Ho\lse of Delegates

RESOLVED, That the American Nurses' Association support all efforts to advance
the unfinished business of achieving the co11111on standard set forth in the U.M.
Declaration of Human Rights - 1948 within the United States, including:

•
r

l_

1.

Amendment of the United States Constitution to provide that equality
of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any state on account of sex.

2.

Clear authority, moral support and adequate funding for agencies of
government responsible for·implementation of civil rights legislation
so that there is equal protection of every individual's right to vote,
to have food and shelter, health care, education, employment opportunities, and enjoy the benefits of public services .

3.

Refonn of the judicial and penal systems so that th dignity and rights
of all persons are protected.

4.

Self-government for the citizens of the District of Colwnbia with
appropriate voting representation in the Congress of the United States.

5.

Legislation to provide for federal regulation of the ownership and
use of lethal weapons.

6.

Protection in the law of the right of all working people to organize
and bargain collectively, including employees in health services, agriculture and public service.

Page 9
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RESOLUTION ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM
7.

A national policy and program for income mai~tenan7e with ful~ a~t7ntion
to the dignity of the individual and to the 1ntegr1ty of the 1nd1v1dual
and the family.

8.

A national health program that provides equal ac~ess to comp~eh:nsive
health services of high quality with full attent1on to the d1gn1ty and
integrity of the individual.

9.

Continuing effort to improve the quality of teaching throughout the
educational systen, provision of equal ·opportunities for .all pupils,
abolition of racial isolation in schools and opportunities for students
to interact with others of diverse racial and ethnic background.

10.

(Submitted by AHA Comnission on Nursing Research)
WHEREAS, in 1951 a merger of the National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses
and the Pmerican Nurses' Association was effected which resulted in the dissolution
of the National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses with a subsequent corrmitment
by the American Nurses' Association that the participation of black nurses in the
American Nurses' Association would receive major promotional efforts, and
WHEREAS, lt was recognized that if Negro nurses were to receive complete and
adequate services within the American Nurses' Association, provision must be made
by the ANA for staff and facilities which would enable Negr:o nurse members to .
participate effectively in the total program of the organization and ensure that
the program would contribute to the welfare of all Negro nurses,'ir arid
0

Ratification by the United States Senate of the following conventions
submitted by Presidents o~~~the United States:

WHEREAS, The Conmittee on lntergroup-:;Relations, which was established as the
vehicle to implement the Intergroup Relations Program, was dissolved by the ANA
in 1962 before the objectives of the program were achieved, and

Political Rights of Women {OAS and UN)
Genocide (UN}
Freedom of Association (ILO)
Forced Labor (ILO}
11.

WHEREAS, In the 21 years since the merger of the National Association of Colored
Graduate Nurses and.the American Nurses' Association, black nurses have been
noticeably excluded from elected office and appointed positions on comnittees,
conmissions and boards within the organization and the inclusion of black nurses
on policy and decision-making bodies in nursing and related health care groups
has remained limited, and

Submission to the Senate and ratification of the following conventions
signed by the United States:
Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age of Marriage
and Registration of Marriages
Elimination of Racial Discrimination

WHEREAS, Increasing numbers of black nurses are finding it necessary to organize
in caucus groups and associations to meet the needs created by the failure of the
American Nurses' Association to discharge its obligation; therefore be it

Adopted by the 1972 ANA House of Delegates

RESOLVED, That the American Nurses' Association honor its cODJOitment by taking
inmediate steps to establish an Affinnative Action Program at the national level
which will rectify this failure; and be it further
RESOLVED, That such steps shall include:

r

'

1.

Appointment of a Task Force composed of nurses representative of
minority groups (which shall also include white nurses} to develop
and implenent such a program, and

2.

Appointment of a black nurse to the ANA staff to work with the Task
Force developing and implementing the program, and

3.

ANA shall actively seek greater numbers of minority group members in
elected, appointed and staff positions within ANA and urge states and
districts to do likewise; and be it further

RESOLVED, That the ANA encourage and promote Affinnative Action Programs on the
state and local levels; and be it further
\

RESOLVED, That an ombudsman be appointed to the ANA staff.
*Staupers, Mabel K. No Time for Prejudice, New York: The Macmillan Co., 1961, p. 138.
Adopted by the 1972 ANA House of Delegates
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Resolution on Nursing Practice .nd
RNearch Involving Human Subjects ·
(Submitted by ANA Commission on Nursing

..
. :Research) ·
- (Co-sponsored by ANA Commission on Nursing
.
·
Services)

f,I

·_!'.

: WHEREAS. nll?'Ses encounter· in their practice
patients who are illiterate or lack command of
the English lanzuage, and
WHEREAS. some individuals, although liter~
and with command of the English fanguage. do
not understand the intent and implications of
the information eonveyed. and
·
· WHEREAS. some individuals de> not-recognize . ·:
• their right to refuse ,participation without
-jeopardizing the quality of their care, and·
WHEREAS, some individuals are unable, for
. various reasons, to comprehend instructio~ or
directions, and
WHEREAS, nurses participate in implementa• ·-tfon af research through obtaining consent for
:individuals to participate in research; therefore. be it
..
.
•
RESOLVED, trui.t organized nursing services de.: velop and enforce written guidelines and poli-·
; ·des designed to protect the rights of human
·-·subject!, and, be it further
·. RESOLVED, that the American Nurses• Associa.. ticm prepa..-e a model of such guidelines and
: .. ~ e s for dissemination. _ ... ,_,. ·-~·.:; :...
•

...

1

Adopted by the 1974 ANA ~ouse of Delegates
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·

{~ · (Submitted by ANA Commission on Nursing

-

··1

: ~ n ~n ~es,rese;,;;tf~~ of H~es:

/
;, RNNtr:hXCo-spansorecJ by ANA Congress for ,

· ·h.

:·-: . . .
. Nursing Practice)
·
1- .
·· WBJ•!REAS, narses frequmHy do not partici- ·
·pate fn the development of the statement of ·
· principles governing research on human sub- .

. J«ts. ud

.
.
.
;
WHEREAS, nurses may be assigned to partieiJt&te in research on human subjects ~hen the
risks are·not clasr, and
WHEREAS, the nlll'Se may find that. certain
• nsea.""Ch activities are detrimental to an indi- ,
· vidual's ,vell being and/or are in violation of_·
-·his human rights; therefore, be it
1
RESOLVa>, that the professional organization ·
·on the state level provide a mechanism whereby
· grievances of nUl""...Sii may be reported and re.. dressed when they have knowledge of violation
of human rights
well being, and, be it ·

..

farther

and
.

.. .

.

_,·,
•

.

·. RESOLYaJ, that nurses be made aware of the ·
· mechanism and of the ava.ila}jility of these

aourees.

lnstftutional Resaarch Seview Committees
0

·

·1

· · ·-.: (Submitted by ANA Commission on Nursing
;- · ••• ·.·.,.
···
· . R83eateh)
If
•
•
•
•
:·Tlwma~P.l'TIREAS. nurses have a profound concern
for safeguardmg human right., and values, and
·,: ·· WHEREAS. nurses are acti~ participants in
: ·the designing-. implementing. conducting and
ffB!uating of research, and .
· WBERE.As, polici~. guidelines and definitions
.regarding the research process affect nurse re-

. searclzers, and nurses participating in researcn, ;
- . - -,;;i.nd .
.
.
:
: · · · -. ·.· · · WHEREAS, research funding-includes monies :
desi~ for nuniing; therefore, be it
f
·, ~:- RESO~.V-c:D, that ~e ~erican Nurses' Assccia-1·
· · tfon :support the inclusion of nurses

3S

•

..

regular .

· · . members of institutional committees for review
•-/ of research, particularly those projects that

volve~~ subjects.
-.. - ~;:__:_::,
.

•

. :..... ;_·:. .

in-~;
_·

j

•

_._ ~-=· •. ·.... ., •.: -~ .....•.. :

Adopt~ by the 1974

Adopted by the 1974 ANA House~of Delegates
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·"""< RNohlUon on Ratfflcalfon of~ Equ.,d

. ·.
· R15ht,Amendmet ·
, (Based on Resolutions submitted by tfle New
•· .. York State Nurzes• Assoc:iatfon and the Ut,lh
• · Nuraes• As$oc:iatlon Committee on RMOlutions) ...

· Wff F:REAS, the Equal Rights Amendment pro'rides that "equality of rights under the law
;ahaJl not be denied or abridged by the United
• States or by any state on account of-sex." and
· .;.WBERMAS, the nursing pro!~on throagh the
--&nmC311 Nurses' Association was wtnmienta.1
:· ID securing federal approval of this stg:nificant

.,
·
:

-iI
i

·• IOCial legislation. and
I
· • W 8 ERt: AS, z:atific:ition of th.is measure is now '
. : •· being seriously jeopardized by resistance in
. •mazl7 states which have n.:,t ratified the amend". ment and e1forts to rescind the ratification iD
·· those that have; therefore. be it
"!
·RESOLVED, that the American Nurses' Associa. tion reaffirm its strong support of the Equal
- · '· Rights Amendment, and, be it .
RESOLVED. that the American Nlll'3e3' .Associ. a.tum encourage the nursing community to take_· ffez"Y.' possible measure. individually and eolJectively to· interpret the intent of this :amend.ment and to secure its enactment, an~ be it
j
· · R!SOLVED, that ANA establish a special rati- j
:. fleation of the Equal Rights Amendment Fund
" to be made by Toluntary contribations from in.cJivfdcal members. districts, states and other j
- .aou:rces compatible with ANA policies and ob., Jectives; :ind, be it further
· RESOLVE>. that the fond be established until
· nch time as 38 states have ratified the amend:- m.ent ana any rema.ming funds be used towa:"li.
:·;-~implementation of the amendment... .
'.
..... ·• .- . .
. . ·-.·, ; . . - .·.... •.. ., ....
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RNolutfon AgainSt the Sexual Exploitation of Children

..

WJIIUAI, 1'be magnitude of the problem of child pornography and
prGICimtioo is rcc:ognmd nationwide; and
WBUAS, Such exploitation coasias of manipulative tactics of adults upon
cmldrm without tbe c:ameat of the children; and
W111UA&, The spiria the victims of child abuse are mutilated and the
badia ol me victims are violated; and
WIIIUAS, Child pornography and prostitution should be viewed a., child
abule ruber dum included in the pornographic empiR; and
WIIIUA&, 1'bcre is need for ad.equate federal and .state fegislation relating
lpOi .,..,.,Uy 10 a.dulls involved in child pornography and prostitution; there-

or

m_ be it

.
That ANA support legislation F1)hibiting the use or childmi in
&Ima dcaliDg wida xsually explicit acts,
providing that any material
produced in vmtion be con61e1ted; and be it
That ANA pomore the suaigthening of child abuse and neglect
laws 10 include any commen:ial ~ 1 exploitation of children; and be it
'TbscANAsuppon tbeescablisbment of greater penalties under the
oba::aity laws if' o&'ending material involves ·persons under 16 yean of age;

and

adbeit

11w ANA support legislation to provide that the diagnosis of
ftlla'C8I dile:ue in children·under 12 years or age justifies investigation of
child abule; and be it
•
That all nunes at every level of practice, and especially school
manes. who come in daily conract with cbildten, be made aware of the signs
.... _,, ad sympcoms of this r~ ?~~.!d abme. and act_ll_!
:hlld'~ ad~!:_ - . -·-. -· ..

.

.

A-~-\ed. b<-\"1e t9 '7 g
\4ol\.A.L

~o.."ta.4J

•.•,J

···-·------------Ufa-Style and Human Fllghts-

W111UA5i A commitment to basic human and civil riprs is a hiltorical
legacy of the Ammcan Nunes> A,ociation; and
WHD&AS, The American Nunr:s' .-\slociaaon has previously encouraged
adopted a supportive position Oil legislation to ensure equal and full civil
riglm for women and ethaic pcnom of color; and
WHD&AS, The American Nunes' .~tian believes that the h"baalion of
8! pm0Cl fiaminequitiesconuibures to the freedom ofall pet.sons; therefore,
beu
.
.
.
Tlw the Ameriran Nunes' Anociadoo mppon the enactment of
civil rights ~ws at the local, au:, and federal levels that would provide the

SllDCpn:,cectluti 10 pmoasregardlmofsexualand affi:ctioaa1 prefaaia:as is
cunmdy guaranteed to GCbas on the basis of sex. age. ethnicity, and color.

~t\.ott4cl twi.. \(\ rt -&
·. \\-ou.u &..~ 'u.h<\ccb.~

....
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RNolutlon in Support of Antldlsc.rimination Elforta
DariDt dill:,mion of mil raolutioa. a motion was introduced to amend the ·
· 1- •a::mcnr ro rad, ""That the American Nunes' Aaoc:iation Commission
· cm Huma lligb.u work in coaccrt with N.U.R.S.E. Inc., to •••,. The motion
WII dm:lred oa the grounds that the problem eacompassed more than just
human rights.Le. ec:oaomic and general welfare. The following resolution was
-.pol br the HCIUIC ofDelcpu:s:

WauAS. Nunr:s an, responsible and accountable to their patients and to
. die pab6c IO ddiw:r professional lifesaving servic:es; and
· WDUAS. N~ uaining ii i.nc:reuingly complex, theoretical, technical,
aadaaalyocal;and
WRDSAS, Nunes acrcisc the same or sometimes greater responsibility
• {1-1ncabo1ity than many orbes- bealth care professionals; and
WHSUAS. Nursing bu for c:auuries hem known as a "female" profession
and • such baa been ,cgregared and limited in iu oppommities for
p,amociomt pay, and other tamS and a,nditiom of employment, all of which
a= ""COl"ized u wgu area for change under
VU of the Civil Rights

Page 18
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Resolution an Sale Nul3ing Care tor AD People,
Including Ethnic People of Color

The original re10lution as pre,ented to the House of Delqaus was
editorially modified during delibaatioo. The resolution as adopted follows:
·WJDJtJW. It is absolutely critical that nunmg as a profession be- dedicated
to the care of all people. taking into account tramcu.ltural variabiliEy in
pbysiological. development.al, cognitive. emorional. and socioc::ulnual pat•

and

utle

At:r. ol 196i; and
WIIDUI, Evidence prcsntcd by N.U.R.S.E. Inc., a nonprofit Denver
mmiDg orpnization. in Ulltl/lltl d al. v.
,t ISL demonstrates that nurses
are paicl lal cbao xora of othc!-, 100 pen:,ent male professions requiring
mailar 01' less education, supervilory responsibility, or csperience. or having
die same or a job worth, and mb evidence dcmonsmues, funher, that
traditional orpoizarional practices used in Denver and in a multitude of
or.ha- cities have the eff'ect of segregating aurses into pay gt0ups with other

..

primarily becaute they are
rather man_ OrganizinJ _P.~fesliamJI with profesliooals ;nespective oC sex, and all of such evidence leads to
t.he sarmg amc:lusion dw auncs in Denva- and cJsewhere are the victims of
sez-rule~ therefore, be it
R.o.1.1, TJw the Amcric:an Nunes' Association find and declare that the
work ol N.U.R.S.E. Inc., in die Lemons litigation has been and will be of
bem:fit to all mmiag and that the association support, in whatever ways

~~i:-.,~.

~" ~-1

.'
I
•

feaible, this df'ort to promote equitable c:ompematioa for nurses without
rqa,d to sex« traditional sex sten:otyping; and be it
&aW That the American Nurses' Aaociation suppon: other well-rea•
aoaed court or legislative challenges to discriminatory practices in compensation. for a ~ ; and be it
That tbc American Nunes' Association cstabJish a mechanism to
wart in concen with N.UAS.E. Inc., to promote public awareness of
dia:riminatmy pay practices, secure financial suppon for legal and legislative
activities codoned by the committee. seek legislative action to broad.en the
Cm! Rights Act of 1964. dislcmiaare information to nurses and the public
coaceming the unfaimesa inhm:nt widrin pn:sent practices, and suppon

d'orts towud the establishment of fairer pay practices for professionals of
. _

~ ~ t i o ~ and responsibility.

_ -· _

-·· _

lam;and

.
'

.

'I

\

WHDEAS, The c:urricula of ,chools of nursing should reflect the transculNnl and demographic cbaraca:ristics or society at Jaige; and
WIIIUAS, .Ac:aedicatiaa, cenilicatiaa, and lic:cmwe boards of nursing are
nspon.,ible for provicling aedentialing mecbaaisms for all nunes with a

minimum goal ofensuring me care and profcsm,nal SWtdards for all people;
tbc:n:fole,beit
.ROMIIOI, That cbe Ai.'iA Home ofDdegateS direct the structural uniu of the
awociation to ie&:ct in all swemaus, policies, and publications, including
lbme with ref'creDce to the acc:ttditation proc:c::ss. certification, and lic:emure
enminacions. content pertaining to the sale nursing care of all people,
including edulic people of color.

--::--...,._-:-:---,'"'-::"-~-----~--------------:.\::~: .~·'•'::/}~\~!/~·. _.-_ .·
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RESOID'?IOR OR EQUAL RIGHTS FOR wcm:N
(SUbaitted by the AHA Boa:cd of Directors>

WHEREAS

MINORITY REPRESENTATION IN NURSING EDUCATION

WBDEAS, 'Ibere continues to be minimal representation of minorit}· groups
in DW!liftg and nuning education. particularly at the baccalaureate and
bipr degree levels; and
·
WB&JtEAS. This minimal representation reflects the need for incrt'a.ced t'lfons
focllled on recruitment. retention, and graduation of minority persons at
cm baccalaureate and higher degrff levels; and
WHO£AS. Proposed changes in educational requi~m!nts
nurses- !11•Y
ha,-e sipificant impact upon minority representation in nu~ing. especially
at tM baccalaureate and higher degree levels; therefore. be 1t
•
Rnoll:fll, That the American Nurses' .a\saoc:-.ation and its co~stituents_ give
major considerarion to the effects that the proposed changes 1n ~ucan~nal
nquirementa for nurses may have on minority representation m nursing;

sex, or age1 and

WHEREAS

fo:

and be itThat the American Nurses' Association esta b"·
Raob.tfti
uSb liaoon
rela •
v.ith various sroups representing_ minority nu~ in_ ~rder to

tiooships

.

.

Bnolffd That the American Nurses' Association and its constituents ,ustam
their a~ive role in the reaffirmation of their commitment to incre~se the
nmnben of blacks and oiher minorities ln the nu~g p~ofess1on ~y
introducing new legislation and "igorou.sl:; supporting l~gisl~uon that •~ll
increaw recruitment retention. and graduation of mmonty persons m
baccaJaureat.e and biiher degree programs in nursing; and be it
Raaluttd_ That the American Nurses· Assoc:iat~~n fftablis!'. lia~n. rela•
tiomhips with. various educational group&~ !adlnate ~he ~mmauo!1 or .
infcmaation and provide support for recruitment of mmonty penom; into •

,"1
'-.._;/

1
jj

?!

f
i

•'

bacc:alawnte programs in nuning; and b:e i!
.
.
lletoluftl, That the American Nurses' A.Yociat1on support contmu~ fun~ng
from multiple sources to assure institutionaliiation of program5 in nursing

;

f
•
t

'1'he full equal rights afforded to waaen in the trnited
States have not been constitutionally affimed by

passage of the

Equal Rights Amendment; and

Uforts to ensure equal rights to .iul mast continue mi.abated;
therefore be it
RESOLVED

facilitate collaboration repnling the educational needs of minont1es: and

~n

American Nu:,:ses' Asscciat.ion bas been an advocate of
equal :rights for all persons irrespective of c:ansidera·t.:Lans of nationality, race, creed, lile-style, color,

BESOLVEO

'.l'hat ·the American Nurses• Association continue its efforts
to support equal ·rights for "10men and other groups not
C0DStitutionally p~..ected •. and be it
'l'hat the ~ican Nurses• Association, by this public

c!ecla:ration, thank all whose efforts have helped raise
the awareness of the public reguding equal rights;
and be it further
RESOLVEt\

'!'hat the American Nurses• Association do all. in its power
to move forwud means, legal, and others, to ensure equal
rights far wanen and all persons discriminated against in

our society •

education clesi,ned 10 ·increase minority rep,-ntation in nursing. and
am its political power toward securing financial support for blaek and
other minority institutiona; and be it
Rnolwd That the American Nurses' Association support the develop~ent of
for financial aasistance for minority students in basic and
craduate nursing education progra1116.

!

l
l
!.

l
'
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BY THE 1982 ANA HOUSE OF DELEGATES
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-----. -------·--- ---- - ··------ ---NIERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION
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1982 House of Delegates

(

Report #11 Equal Opportunity and Human Rights

\

(Sponsored_by the COlmlission· on Human Rights}
The Camarission on Human Rights recomiends adoption of the following motion:

THAT THE AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION REAFFIRM ITS COMMITMENT

TO EQUAL OPPORTUNm AND HUMAN RIGHTS FOR THOSE PERSONS WHO
ARE UNABLE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EXISTING SOCIAL, CULTURAL
AND ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES BECAUSE OF SYSTEMATIC DISCRIMINATION, EXCLUSION, AND ABRIDGEMENT OF RIGHTS ON 1lfE BASIS OF NATIONALITY,
RAC£, PHYSICAL DISABILITY, ~REED, COLOR, LIFESTYLE, SEX·, OR AGE.
Report
Sinc:e its•incarporation in 1901, the American Nurses' Association has promoted
• a van ety of efforts to affi nn its comm1 tment to equa1 emp1oyment opportunity
and civil rights. In 1946, the associat1on launched a campaign to encourage
all state and local associations to drop racial barriers to membership. In
1948. ANA adapted a policy that meetings be held only in integrated facilities
and created a special category of direct membership in the four states practicing discrimination. In 1951, the National Association of Colored Graduate
Nurses (NACGN) merged with ANA. The NACGN had been organized since 1908 ta
work against discrimination in the profession. Thi! merger represented ANA 1 s
coamitll!ent to enable Negro nurse members to participate in the total program
and to insure that the program would contribute to the welfare of all Negro
nurses.
Before the Civil Rights Laws were enacted by Congress in 1965, ANA took efforts
ta implement affinnative action at the national level and in constituent associations. In 1960, ANA adopted a resolution, 11Acceptance of all Professional Nurses
as Members,n (Attachment l) and the 1968 House of Delegates adopted a resolution
(Attachment 2) to eliminate discrimination.

In 1972, ANA
included the
of Delegates
provided for
level of the

adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Attachment 3} which
equal protection of each individual's right to vote. The 1972 House
also adopted a Resolution on Affirmative Action (Attachment 4) which
systematic affirmative action prcgraaming by structural units at each_
association.

A resolution supporting ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment (Attachment 5}
was passed by the house in 1974. Resolutions on Sexual Lifestyle {Attachment 6)
and In Support of Antidiscrimination Efforts (Attachment 7) were passed in 1978.

...

The Commission on Human Rights believes that~ ~as a long and proud h~stary
of supporting human rights concerns. The c:cnniss,on senses that ttJere is_a
strong move in this country to rescind and weaken much of the crucial leg,slation protecting an individual's personal freedoms. These are rights and
privileges which women, ethnic minoritie~, aod the ~ltur~lly d~verse had to
fight lengthy battles to -claim. •These pieces of leg1slat10n which have now
come under attach were enacted to redress years, and hundred of years of
inequities to disenfranchised populations. These are free<!ans which this
association has consistently gone on record as supporting 1n the past.
This report highlights the siege on the Voting Rights Act, the Equ~1 Rights
Amend.~ent and Affinnative Action as examples of the thrust to depnve segments.
of the population those very freedoms which this ccuntl"y was founded upon. Wh11e
the scope of this report is limited to those issues above,_assaults_have_a1so been
made on legislation for the handicapped, lesbian and gay rights leg1slat10n, and
the amendment guaranteeing the right to abortion.

EQUAL RIGHTS AMENOMEfil.
On March 22, 1972, the 92nd Congress pa~s~ ~e Equal Rights Amendment, ~d submitted it to state legislatures for rat1ficat10n. A seven-year time penod was
imposed on the amendment, calling for its ratification by_March 22, ~9?9· _A
ratification extension was granted this amendment, extending the ratification
date until June 30; 1982. As this report is acted upon by ANA delegates, the
Equal Rights Amendment might have become a moot issue.
In order for an amendment to become a part of the constitution, it must be rati•
fied by 38 states 1 three-fourths of the union. Presently, 35 states, more than
70 percent of the United States population, have given this amendment a vote of
confidence.. Ratification by three more states prior to the June 30, 1982, ~e~c1tne is needed to make this amendment become a reality. Unfortunately, ratification prospects do not l~ok good. During ~e last year and~ h~lf, ERA_efforts
have been defeated in the legislatures of key~ states, Ill1n01s, Florida, an~
Oklahana. The opposition to the Equal Rights Pmendment has even sought recision
of the amendment in some states.
When the ERA was passed by the 92nd Congress, it enjoyed true bipartisan support.
Since March 1972, both parties and the presidency have supported passage of ~e.
Equal Rights .Amendment; however, that support has now ceased. The Reagan administration and the present Republican leadership have beecme major obstacles ta
ratification of the amendment.
text of the Equal Rights Amendment is, "Equality of rights under the
1aw shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or any s~te on ~ccoui:it
of sex. The Congress shall have the power to enforce, by a~ropr,ate leg1sla~1an,
the provisions of this article. This amendment sha11 take effect two years aTter
the date of ratification."

The complete
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The C(mnissfon an Human Rights interprets this amendment ta mean that women,
51 percent of the United States population, are protected by the United States
Constitution and guaranteed equal pay, equal jobs, equal credit, and equal
social security. The Equal Rights -nd:ment is needed because women historically, have not had access to equal jobs, equal pay, equal credit, and numerous
other benefits that men have enjoyed in this country. More than 98 percent of
the nurses in ti.tis country are women. The Camiission on Human Rights believes
that the future of nursing is linked to the future of women in this country.

VOTING RIGHTS ACT
Legislators in federal and state legislations have begun to argue for the
termination and weakenfog of the 1965 Voting Rights Act. These legislators
argue that the Voting Rights Act has been so successful in eliminating voter
disenfranchisement that it is no longer needed. Another argument 1s that the
act singles out specific areas of the country far pr~learance (compliance)
with the act, and that this fs discriminatory.
The Coamission on Human Rfghts believes that the Voting Rights Act fs the single

piece of federal legislation which enfranchised millions who had bef!n excluded
The comnission
· cautions those who call for tennination·of the Voting Rights Act and reminds them
that having the right to vote protected under the law since 1965 i~ a long overdue
promise for a sixty-year-old Black person in the state of Alabama.
TI'CIII the most basic process of democracy -- the right to vote.

The primary issue over extension of the Voting Righ~ Act is whether voting rights
violations can be proved by showing discriminatory effects or whether it is necessary to go further and prove that voting. officials also intended to discriminate.
The House passed a bill, H.R. 3112, and a majority of the Senate sponsored a bill,
S1992. that includes an °effects test, 11 while the Reagan administration is supporting
an •fntents test.• Senator Kennedy C0Rll1E!nts, "Citizens may show that a particular
election practice resulted fn voter discrimination, without the requirement of a
'smoking gun' of direct evidence of intent. Otherwise, our minority citizens will
face an impossible standard of proo'f in an but the mst flagrant cases of discrimination.•

·

Attorney General William French suggests that the effects test "could come down to
where all of society had to have an actual quota system," despite the fact that the
House incorporated language stating that unlawful discrimination cannot be established merely by the fact that minorities have not been elected in proportional
representation in state and local offices. 11
camrission ~elie~es that there is sufficient evidence today to warrant the
extension of the-Voting Rights Act. In the state of Alabama, a series of voter
refdentfficatfon bills has been introduced in the so-called "Black Belt" counties
and passed in the state 1egislatures. These bills require individuals in Perry,.
Wilcox, Sumter. and 'W~lson counties to reidentify in person in the 11 beat 11 in which
he is registered, or at the courthouse bet,,een 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on a given day.
These restrictive clauses are guises to dilute the Black vote. In another instance,

The

....

two B1ac:k women, Julia Wilder, 69, and Maggie Bozeman, 51, were convicted by an
all Whit~ jury of voti~g fraud and voting more than one time. Both women have
been act1ve for years 1n voter -registration campaigns, but came to be noticed by
the ~ol~tical establishment when they trfed to use absentee ballots on behalf of
the rnf,nned and elderly with wham they had been working. The circuit court Judge
ort;tered both wont~n directly to prison from the court roan despite the fact -that
n'e1ther had prev10us criminal records. The women's convictions were appealed to
the Alabama Court of Appeals, which noted that the evidence was confusing, but
refused ta hear the case. The circuit court judge in the Wilder-Bozeman case had
recently granted a suspended sentence to a White sheriff convicted of voter fraud.
These are but a f!" ~amples of in!ringef!M!nts upon minority persons• right to the
ballot. The Conm1ss1on on Human Rights 1s in accord with those remarks made by
President Johnson at the signing of the act on August 6, 1965:
This Act flows from a clear and simple wrong. Its only purpose is
to right that wrong. Millions of Americans are denied the right to .
vote b~ause of their color. This law will ensure them the right
to vo~e. 'fhe wrong.is one whi ~h no .Ameri ~an in his heart can justify.
The right ,s one which no American, true to our principles, can deny •••

AFFIR?A.A7IVE ACTION
!wo pieces of federal ·1~g~sla~ion dictate. affirma~i~e action 1n this countrJ,
1itle VII o! the 1964 C1v1l R1ghts Law which prah1b1ts public and private
employers w1th more than 15 employees from discriminating on the basis of
race! ~olor, religion, sex or national origin, and Executive Order 11246 which
p~oh1~1~ the use of federal funds by those who discriminate against ~omen or
m, non t, es. These 1aws are enforced by two f edera1 agencies, the Ec;ua 1 cmp 1oyment Opportunity Conmission, and the Office of Federal Contract Conpliance

Programs, EEOC and OFCCP respectively.

Hi~torically ~n this country, white males have held all the positions of power.
Th1s fs true 1n the federal government, in hospital and health care institutions
in university and educational settings, and in the corporate board rooms of this'
country. Statistics bear out that corporations, educational institutions and
unions did not hire women and ethnic minorities out of a sense of fairnes~.
Impl~e~tation ~f affi~~ve action programs during the 1960s was an attempt
to el1m1nate th1s favor1t1sm afforded white males. This meant that white males
were required by law to ccmpeta with women and ethnic minorities in the job
market.
~e results of affi"!2ti~e a~tion e-fforts over the past eighteen years have provided women and ethn1c m,n~nties with "some representation• in those placgs
heretofore reserved for white males. Despite affirmative action gains, women
in this country still earn considerably less ($.59 to Sl.00) than men, the
unemployment rate far ethnic minorities is 'bfice that of the national average
and the disparit1/ between black and white family incaaes has actually inc:reas~d.
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Given the paucity of gains achieved through affirmative action over the past two
decades, the Reagan administration is pranating legislation which would change.
affirmative action laws to almost nonexfstent. For example, currently companies
with SO or more employees and sso.ooo in federal contracts must have written
affirmative action plans. The present administration proooses reducing this
requirement to 250 emp 1oyees and $1 mi 11 ion /in contracts •· The Department of
Justice is seeking a Supreme Court reversal/ of the Weber Case. The Weber Case
supports voluntary affirmative action plans by private employers that implement
reasonable measures, including quotas, when they are necessary to eliminate discriminatory employment patterns and practices.
·

Resolution #9 Endorsement of the Conce~t
of Canparable worth

1982 House of Delegates

~Sponsored by the Corrmission on Ecananic and General Welfare,
Cacrmission on Nursing Services, and Camrission on Nursing Education)
WHEREAS,

CONCLUSION
Issues related to human and civil rights for all nurses and consumers of nursing
services, as well as the general public, continue to need our focus as Americans
with democratic ideals. Achieving equality of economic opportunity and social
parity for women, ethnic minorities, and the culturally diverse has always been
a concern of the nursing profession. True solutions will require a degree of
sophistication and awareness on the part of all citizens which goes beyond the
political capabilities of this association. It appears both timely and appropriate that the largest group of health care providers in the nation provide
leadership in supporting a national climate conducive to the promotion of the
rights and responsibilities of all segments of society. The American Nurses'
Association has always assumed this leadership role. In 1982, when so many
of the basic principles·this country was founded upon are under siege, it is
crucial that ANA reaffirm its c011111itment to equal opportunity and human ~ights
for those persons who are unable to take advantage of existing social, cultural
and economic opportunities because of systematic discrimination, exclusion, and
abridgement of rights on the basfs of race, physical disability, creed, color.
lifestyle, sex, or age.

•

- ...

by

society; and

Title IX, the only e.amprehensive federal law prohibiting sex discrimination in
education, is being threatened with amen~ts to weaken it. This regulation
was instrumental in granting women access to schools of medicine and law or
college campuses.
Affirmative action over the past two decades has made a mere dent f n rectifying
the inequities which have existed for women and ethnic minorities over the past
several hundred years. The extent to which it can make America a more democratic
society has not been realized.

Compensation for work that has been traditionally performed

women has been historically depressed in this male-dominat..od

WHEREAS,

Professional nurses have been predaninantly female; and

WHEREAS,

For these reasons, society has failed to recognize the valuable
contribution that nurses make to the overall welfare of societ'j,
and to provide economic compensation .in accordance with their
contribution; and

WHEREAS,

The concept ·of comparable worth recognizes the right of women to
receive canpensation based upon the inherent value or wort.~ of
the work performed; and

l

It has now been proven by the pioneering and perservering efforts
of NURSE, Inc., aided and assisted by the American Nurses' Association, that adequate legal remedies for obtaining economic justice
are not available to women employees including nurses, when the
jobs performed by them are substantially the same as, but not
exactly equal to, the comparable, but higher paid jobs held by
men;* and
WHEREAS,

A wide acceptance and application of this concept has been viewed
by women's groups as a major way of remedying the inequities
resulting from the past discrimination against women in the matter
of canpensation; therefore be it

RESOLVED,

That this House of Delegates of the American Nurses' Association
endorses the concept of ccmparable worth that recognizes equal
compensation for employees performing ~ark of comparable worth
or value regardless of their sex; and be it

RESOLI/ED,

That this House of Delegates of the American ~urses' Association
urges the ANA Beard of Directors to take all measures desed
necessary for prcmating and strengthening the grcwing moveme.~t
for securing economic justice for women employees, including
nurses, by supporting legislation, litigation, and research
aimed at strengt.":ening the movement; and be it further

.,..
}

I~··.'•.
-~

1

...

I

l,

1i~•
f(\~<{·

·i
;_;;

. . ...

RESOLVED,

That regis~red nurses fn their employment situation be encouraged to ;hallenge reliance upon current rates of compensation

as a va11dat1ng factor fn detennining salarJ structures because
current rates are themselves a result of past economic discrimination.

-See Lemons v. City and Count'/ of Denver, 620 F.2d 228 (10th Cir. 1980).
/

·-..

_Adopted by the ·19a2 ANA House of Delegates
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l.982 Beuse of Delegates
B'ealth

care

H Scx::ial Pae5!isibilitv for
services to At-Risk Igxda1:ia,s

{Spcasxed by ANT\ O::mnittee of Cbairpers:m)
'l'be federal g0VemDent: has historically asss:med a .tale whid:l
irx:J1Jdes the debmainatial of basic: benefit levels to provide
catp.ehetislve health service, establ.isment and maintemn:e of
}?1.!111!:Dt IDl!Cbanisns m:1 qualiq assurance procedures web
faciJii:ate ao::ea tc quality ca:ce for all peep.le: and
Emergent pilltical. and ea::n::mic: trems diminish the federal
govemnent's t'0le and respxisibility in providing ac::ess tc

basic health services,. and in nimlJ ating c:cnpetitiai a:acag
health care professialal.s: am

'l'bese changes will part:ic:ularly affect the px,r and medicaJJy
indigent:, the aged, t h e ~ , wcmen am c:bfldr~, the
physically disabJed, and the cbrcnically mentally disabled who
are the at-risk p::p1Jatiais am in the greatest need of aa:ess
to caq;rehensive and cmt-efficient health services including
nursing services; and
.
1!18 1980 li:xJse af Delegates tbrcugb its affirmatiai of the
resalutiai, "airses, Nursing and the ~ , " fcnnaI ized
its sx:ial r:esp:11s1bility to intervene in the interests of
secarin; llmne heal.tu care services, designed am directed by
qnaJified health professia?als in which mrses a.re located in
strategic positiam to effect IXllic,y am service delivet~n
tberefcre be it
leD.lED

'!bat tbe 1982 Beuse af Delegates reaffim the resaluticn a1
"11:u:sas, ?llrsing am Govemnent" adcpted in l980; and be it
fm:t:bm:
'!!sat ARA inc:lade am::n; its legislative/ld:lbying priorities for
tbe 1982-1984 biennium efforts tc assure that the federal
gave:, 111ett~

a) Cmt:inue its t0le in assurin; finan::ial ao:ess to high
b)

quality services for at-d.sk p:,p,J atia,s
Does a,t: n,J:irxplisb its respcasibility tc deter.mine the
nature of basic bemfits and to establish and maintain

P6¥lle£Xt: aw:banisas

.'

·am qaall-q assurance pro:ednres

AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION
1982 House of Delegates
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Social Resoonsibility for
Resolution
Health Care Services to At-Risk Pooulations
C)

llBJ'.8>

RESl'.lBD

•> ,, _,.,

1b:t in o:x:pmlticn with state m3 lcc:al.
to
assm:e aa: • t= caq;,rebenaive health care serrices, ·· ·
1ncl1:din;i m:siniJ semces, cy
a stable source. of fimmc.ing; and be it mther
.. -

1'!at AD IIXJc with its crmtit:aents an:l with appt.q2fi1ate
"iais:n <:rganizatiam t0 muter am help Ull'J.®e a00!SS to
Nnice !z' at-risk pq,!l aticns; and ce it fartber
'!'bat: ARI pm9ide its =mtituents with in:fomatial am
aaistaaca lihich will strmgt:bea t:beir ml.a as effective PQliCJ
shapes in assurm;, a.ass t:0 health services fer all.

tm 1982 a::us.

ae t:>el.e9ates

CABINET ON HUMAN RIGHT
OCTOBER 1-2, 1984
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ATTACtt1ENT
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(Sponsored by ANA Cannittee of Chairpersons)

B

I

WHEREAS,

.ffl

WHEREAS,

ffl

The Federal government has historically assumed a rote which

includes tne determination of basic benefit levels to provide
canprehensive health services, establishment and maintenance
of payment mechanisms and quality assurance procedures which
facilitate access to quality care for all people; and

Emergent political and econanic trends diminish the Federal
govenimentJs role and responsibility in providing access to

basic health services, and in stimulating competition among
health care professionals; and

m

D

I
I
I
I

WHEREAS,

These changes will particularly affect the poor and medically
indigent, the aged, the unemployed, women and children, the
physically disabled, and the chronically mentally disabled
who are the at-risk populations and in the greatest n~ of
access to canprehensive and CQSt efficient health ser~ices
including nursing services; and

WHEREAS,

ihe 1980 House of Delegates through its affinna.tion of !he reso1uti on "Nurses, Nursing and 'the Government" fonna 1i ze-J its

social responsibility to intervene in the interests of securing
humane hea 1th care services, designed and directed by qua1i f i ed
health professionals in which nurses an! located in strategic
positions to effect policy and service deliver/; therefore be it

•

RESOLVED,

That the 1982 House of Delegates reaffir:n the resolution on
"Nurses, Nursing and the _Government" adopted in 1980; and be it

RESOLVED,

That ANA include among its legislative/lobbying priorities far the
1982-1984 biennium efforts to assure that the Federal government:
a.

continue its role in assuring financial access to high quality
serivces for at-risk populations,

b.

does not relinquish its responsibility to determine the nature
of basic benefits and to establish and maintain payment mechanisms and quality assurance procedures~ and

c.

work in cooperation with state and local gavernnents to assure
access to comprehensive health care services, including nursing
services, by providing a stable source of financing; and be it

.

-over-

.z..
RESOLVED,

That ANA wort with its constituents and with appropriate liaison
organizations to monitor and help improve access to service for
at-risk populations; and be it further

RESOLVED,

That ANA provide its constituents with information and assistance
which will strengthen their role as effective po1icy shapers in
assuring access to health serviceS"for all.
Adopted by the 1982 ANA House of Delegates
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'!'be me case I tOJld like to cite is that of Pamela Jooes who was fired fran

her job of 12 years, ostensibly for writing an article in a local newspaper
aoout a patient en life sua;x,rting machinery. Ms. Jooes believes she was
fired because she is a b:::mJsexual and that this in:ident was used as an excuse
foe her dismissal. At the Cabinet a? Beman Rights' suggestion, she contacted
the American Civil Liberties and they agreed to take her case. The Corrn:ission
at B1.lnan Rights is lx>peful that justice will be exercised.

.....,?'

0

Services.
I have received numerous letters (average 5-6 per m:,nth} fran
nurses wb::> are qposed to ANA supporting the F.qual Rights Amendment, and the
1985 Entry Into Practice p:)Sition as it inpacts ai ethnic minorities. Many
times these letters or notes are attached to the nurse's membership renewal
ootice a1d given as the in::lividual's reason for not renewing her membership.
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'!he attached grid slxJws letters which were received in this office £ran nurses
wtx> wanted to express a cmcern alx>ut a particular issue.
I believe that
these leters are blt a snail portion of tmse received in this office. My
files are scanned periodically and most of these kinds of letters, those which
are ix,t likely to have further activity on them, are sent to Archival

'l'bere is grcwing ccacern £ran state nurses' associations aoo male nurses
regardin3 their ability to practice .nursing in · the OB/Gm area of the
hospital. While state (X)U[ts have denied them this privilege, I believe t."lis
is c11 issue that will oontinae to cane to the forefront and may have to be
ultimately settled cy
Supreme Court.
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Analysis of letters received in Human Rights unit
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August 17, 1982

I a:, mt believe that there are eIX>Ugh letters to get a real indication of
what issues are m::st recurrent. My q;,inion is that the two issues al:ove have
been voiced the most often.
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Cheryl D. '1'b:xq;)son
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I believe that there is a need within the association to develOP a mre exact
system foe tracking correspondence which merits a resi;x:,nse. ?-fy experience has
been that I receive things which are forwarded to me for a response, a rrcnth
or 1mger after they have ooen received at the ANA office.
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Name

State

Date

17. Levine, f.Wra

Illinois

AUgust

18. Mackey, Florence

Mirmesota

April 17, 1981

19. M:>ses, Margaret

Washington, D.C.

January

20. Murillo-Rohde, Ildoura

Washington, D.C.

June 13, 1979

21. Oertll, Thanas

California

May 5, 1982

22. Ohio Nurses .Msociation

23. OYerman, Rachel
24. Pennsylvania Nurses Association

~-
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;_ ·_ .. -,~"
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califomia

Concern
1

79

1

81

Discussion about South Africa at Fellowship
Advisory Camdttee

to ERA, gay rights, atx>rtion
j!J:Jainst male only draft registration
Retain director of affirmative action at
University of Nort.q Mexico

Dearth of historical information on male

nurses

July 2, 1981

Backus vs. Baptist Medical Center

February 11, 1981

q,posed to Black School of Nursing-G. smith

-February '80

article

Studies to identify problems unique to
minority nurses

AUG 3 1984
MRS. MABEL K: STAUPERS
DAKOTA AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20018
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MARY ELIZA MAHONEY
(1845 - 1926)
Mary Eliza Mahoney was born April 16, 1845 in Boston, where
she was a life-long resident.

At age 34, she completed a

rigorous 16-month nursing program at the New England Hospital
for Women and Children Training School for Nurses in Boston.
She was one of only three persons in her class to complete the
program and became America's first black to graduate from a
nursing school.
Throughout her career, patients gave glowing testimony of her
expert and tender care.

When she was 64, she gave the welcoming

address at the first conference of the National Association of
Colored Graduate Nurses (NACGN).

She died January 4, 1926.

In recognition of her outstanding example of nurses, NACGN
established the Mary Mahoney Award in 1936.

Since the NACGN

merged with the American Nurses' Association in 1951, ANA has
presented the award at its biennial conventions.

The award

honors nurses for their efforts to broaden opportunities in
nursing for minority group members.
In a jointly-sponsored project in 1973, ANA and Chi Eta Phi
Sorority, Inc., an affiliate of the National Council of Negro
Women, Inc., restored Ms. Mahoney's burial site and erected a
monument in Everett, Massachusetts.

In 1984, both organizations

sponsored a 15-mile pilgrimage from Boston to the gravesite to
keep Ms. Mahoney's legacy alive.
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

FORWARD PLAN
In 1ts continuing effort to establish the scope of the ANA's responsibility for addressing and responding to the equal
opportunity and human rights concerns of nurses and health care recipients, with a major focus on ethnic people of
color, the Conrniss1on on Human Rights evaluates national, social, economic, scientific, and education changes to
detennine their implication for the health and welfare of minority groups and consumers, to develop the means by which
the association can systematically focus on human rights a~ an integral component of comprehensive care to all consumers
and 1n educational and employment situations for all nurses.
The co11111ission believes that, 1) a specific body of knowledge about ethnic people of color exist; 2) increased
knowledge about, and sensitivity to ethnic people of color will dramatically affect the quality of nursing care
delivered and; 3) the participation of consumers must be evident in the detennination of the nursing and health care
needs of ethnic people of color. The conmission believes that affinnative action progranming is a positive, continuing
effort that is directed toward achieving results and specifically designed to transcent neutrality. Not merely nondiscriminatory prograR111ing, it vigorously works to correct past inequities at all levels of an organization.
In order to facilitate its responsibilities, several kinds of progra11111atic activities have been developed by the
co11111ission. These activities are designed to identify the existing knowledge (data base), identify research directions
for adding to that data base, assess the quality of care currently being delivered to ethnic people of color, identify
the barriers which exist for ethnic people of color in obtaining safe quality care, develop human right standards
and a model of care specifically related to delivering care to minority people, develop_demonstration projects which
adhere to the standards, and plan for the incorporation of such proven standards into all educational and practice
settings throuQh association policies, programs, and activities.
Specific prograrmiatic activities designed to identify and increase the knowledge base include:
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-2I. DATA BASE

WHAT
l.

May 29, 1979

HOW

Review of relevant literature

WHEN

i'

A. Search and monitoring of
proceedings from ANA &NLN
conferences

Annotated bibliography
ANA library staff to search?

On going

Prepared for conm1sston with specific
focus

1977-1978

Reviewed

1976

i.e. 1. Health care relevant to
ethnic people of color
2. Legislation

B. Papers developed
1. Presentation of papers
2. Publishing of papers
3. Taping of papers

2. Human Rights Standards
Existing Standards.
3.

ANA Minority Doctoral Fe1 lowsh1p -·

4.

Credentialing Study Bibliography

Program ---

1·~

11

ff,, .·,,:, /,.·,·., ",,., ... l,y.

5. Regional Hearings

6.

State of Minority Nurse
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Maintain close linkage wfth director ,.
of program

Current and ongoing

Search of literature by credentialing
conmittee

1966 - January 1979

Consumers and providers to give test1mon

Yearly
Southwest
Northeast
Detroit
South

Obtain 1nformat1on on minority nurses
~rom Dr. Audrey Burgess - Nashville

1979
To be presented at 1979 Con1111ttee of
Chairpersons Meeting
r
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Entry into 1practice statement as it
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Native American
Industrial
Black
Poor

1979
1980
1981
1982

i'f :

affects ethnic people of color
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WHAT

HOW

WHEN

7.

Intraorganizational Linkage

Interface with conmissfons on education
Ongoing
and research about areas of mutual concern

8.

Extraorgan1zat1onal Linkage

Interface with health related
organizations. (National Institute
of Mental Health, COSSMO)
.

Ongoing

PROGRAMMATIC IMPLEMENTATION
1•. Analysts of Literature

a.
b.
c.
d.

D1rector/Coirmiss1on on Nursing
Research
Explore possibility of above writing
proposal for funding through ANA in
order to hire staff for this task

Iirmediately ~nd through 1979

Papers prepared for convn1ss1on Review of literature
Standards
Minority fellow dissertation
Credentialing

2. Hearings (data base)

Collect testimonies which address
legislative issues and education
programs. Share results of hearings
with Urban League and other groups,

Present through 1982, generate new
1nfonnat1on and disseminate

3, Analytic Integration of Total
Data Base

Revision and dissemination of information.
Future program planning with structural
units and external organfzat1ons
i.e. Council of Intercultural Nurses

Present through 1982.

4,

Develop Human Rights Standards in Test what exist
Model of Care

a. Review standards of ANA
structural units

Ongoing

I

.for.ward Plan
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WHAT

May 29, 1979

HOW

WHEN

Collaborate with state or hospital unit
1n 4 .. 5 cities
T1e 1n credentialing

Start 1980

5. Baccalaureate Scholarship
Program - Position Statement
Concerning Colflllissions stand on
Entry Into Practice

Subconmittee for 8.S. Program

Early 1979 (1 - 2 Months)

6. Legislative Liaison With

Comnission to interface with
Washington office

Ongoing

b, Demonstration project
( H1 gh pr1or1 ty)

.

c, Testabi 11 ty
d. Incorporate holistic proposed

Washington Office

Baake
NIMH Money
Veto Nurse Training Act

CDT/1s

5/29/79
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Nur81Q Revisited

:~

Mary Eliza Mahoney (1845-1926)
, 198-1 Mitry Elltm Doona

Mary Eliza Mahoney was "a small, • slave seeking Boston's promise of
very active, very lively (woman] who
freedom, was returned to slave
moved right along, skirts flying. She
catchers in spite of Wendell Phillip's
was a good aunt. plenty of caring... ,
eloquent outra'ge. It is easy to imagThis is how Miss Mahoney lives in
ine that this enactment of the Fugithe memory her great, great
tive Slave Law was frightening
nephew. Frederick Saunders. Adah
enough lo dissolve any reassurance
Thomas saw Miss Mahoney as a rethat being a free negro may have
markable and inspiring person, who
had. The family legend that the Macombined a gentle character with a
honeys left Boston for Touissant's
Kft!at deal of charm. 2 The National
free state of Haiti may have ·ro119wed
Organization of Colored Graduate
this terrible miscarriage of human
!'-Jurses found her to be a true and
freedom. As Miss Mahoney neared
sympathetic friend.>
her sixteenth birthday Abraham LinThese few verbal snapshots, taken
coln became president and shortly
in the last decades of Miss Mahon•
thereafter the first shots of the Civil
ey·s life. preserve the woman who
W.ir rang out from Fort Sumpter. A
was America's first black trained
few weeks before her eighteenth ·
nurse. Much of the rest of Miss Mabirthday the Negro Massachusetts
honey's life are statistical facts. She
54th Infantry marched along Boswas born in Dorchester. Massachuton's streets, led by Robert Gould
seus. May 7, 1845.•She lived most of
Shaw. Twenty-four years later on
May 31, 1697 these men would be
her eighty years within a small circumference; her birthplace, and then
immortalized by the St. Gaudens basin Boston's West and South Ends.•
relief across from the State House. ·
Yet her life of four scores exceeds
How Miss Mahoney responded lo all
geographical boundaries; indeed it
these events is lost to the shadows.
exceeds time's constraints. For
Nor can it be said with certainty that
though she died more than fifty years
she was in Boston during this period.
ago, she continues as a living force
Preservation of the Union and freewithin the profession. This tiny
dom for the slave were among the
woman leaps over space and time to
issues of Miss Mahoney's coming of
become a palpable presence for all
age. Another was the Jiberalion of
nurses.
women; and, more is known how this
Miss Mahoney was born into interaffected her life. One of the concrete
esting times. Her parents were
realizations in women's struggle
among the iuflex of migranls and irnagainst oppression was the founding
mi~ranls that dramatically changed
of lhe New England Hospital for ·
the character of Boston. Many had
Women and Children. For a while socome from farms and rural areas
cial distinctions between rich and
i;ecking the higher weges of the in·
poor, lady and laborer, and c1.Jlored
du~trializing cities. Others came
umJ white were ii;nored. The hospifrom the old world fleeing persecutal's organizers were social feminists,
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"only the best" were kept. n So it was
that Mary Mahoney competed with
39 other women. Twenty-eight of
them came from Massachusetts;
others came from Rhode Island,
Maine and New York, and one from
Michigan. An idea of the physical
labor awaiting them is sugge(t'ed by
the requirements. Applicants had to
be well and strong and those with robust health were wanted. 11 Though
diminutive in stature and under 100
pounds in weight, Miss Mahoney's ·
long life attesls to her physical
health. That she completed the
course without absence, an unusual
occurence given the infectious dis•
eases of that day. gives further testimony lo her robustness. Young
women whose attitudes and thinking
were still malleable were preferred .
for it was thought that they would
not be fixed in their opinions and
judgments. 11 A few months shy of her
33rd birthday, Miss Mahoney exceed
the upper age limit by two years.
Later testimony suggests that Miss
Mahoney was adaptable and open to
new ideas and practic1:s.

Mary E. Mahoney
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nnv11 cnme from North C11rollnn but
'thnr!) ,. IIOfflll l~IRPIUPn lhat al loqst
pnrl or the ramlly come from Novo

Scotln. • Mlsrallon pntrorn1 are dllft•
cult to trace, for many negroe1 Ira•
vollnd clandestinely: somo on the un•
derRround rollroad, othera followlnR
the north 1lar, The Mahoneys were
free, but even they were not safe
from slave catchers, Though Doston
was remous for Its abolitionists, It
was still not openhearted about the
negroes within Us boundaries. How
the Mahonoys manased this dlcho•
tomy between idea and practice Is
unknown. Unknown, too, are the
ways they earned their living, Boston's mercantile economy orrered
little for the Influx of unskilled lo•
borers. For negroes, Its opportunities
were even narrower,' Reasons for
the Mahoneys' mlsrotlon ere still to
be discovered.
Other unknowns ere Miss Mo•
honey;s childhood and youth. How ·
did Miss Mahoney respond to the cir•
cumstances swirling around her? She
\ived in a tumultuous time when
liberty struggled £or existence. When
she was born, William Lloyd Gerri•
son's abolition newspaper, published
In Boston, was already 14 years old.
Four years before her birth, Frederick Douslass, had escaped slavery
and was living In New Bedford,
Massachusolls, When Miss Mahoney
was 3 veers old, women were declar•
Ing their independence at Seneca
Falls, New York, And when she was
6 years old, Sojourner Truth was in
Akron, Ohio, making her stirring
"And ain't I a woman?" speech.
When she was 9 years old the gap
between word and deed became a
chasm. Anthony Burns, a fugitive

•

' ' " llllllll 1:0 blllltll

llllRRHllon that they, too, hnd thfllr
hllrui11pot1. A colorf!d womnn physl•
clan roced 1omo l11lllel ,llmculty In
·holng accepted a11 an Intern the ABmo
year that Ml11 Mn honey entnrocl tho
nursing program.• It Is eosy to lmag•
Ins that confrontation or tho exclu•
slon of the colored doctor would re•
veal the barrier to colored nurses as
well. Mrs. Ednah Dow Cheney, secre•
tary of the hospital, was an ardent
abolitlonlst, She counted that fem ale
Moses, Harriet Tubman, and Booker
T. Washington among herfrlends.•
She waa remembered for her decree
that fitness was the only test for ad•
mission to the school. 11 She may
have been the force correcting the
racial Injustice. Harder evidence Is
required to make these disparate
events a cohoslve whole. Until then,
the dynamic which made Miss
·Me honey's nurslns career possible
will remain a mystery. Miss
Ma honey's education was not a one
time event. Staupers reported that by
1899, Lavinia Holloway, Josephine
Braxton, Kittle Tolliver, Ann Dillit,
end Roxie Dentz Smith had trained
at the New England Hospital. 11 It
would be several more decades before the other Boston training schools
Integrated.
Susan Dimock, the young surgeon
who had reorganized the program
clalned that nursing was a high and
noble work. 11 Many women seeking
a way lo earn their living apparently
agreed. Such was the popularity of
nursing and the training program et
the hospital that there was no lack of
applicants. And these were "women
of high class In character, lntelll•
gence and kind feeling." These went
through a wlnnowln& process and
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.,sl\lna rite rfiffentn{!O bofWB11fl
.,.111 and 1ervanf~ the nurses ref1ued

to eat In the kitchen with the help,
and demanded to eat with the feml•
lies as peers. Miss Mahoney, how•
ever, stated that she would eat in the
kitchen alone. 11 Her great, great
nephew states that Miss Mahoney
was a very social woman who also
valued her solitude. And this may
have been the reason behind her
choice. Class and racial barriers may
have been othera,
Lavinia Dock, an articulate advocate for aoclal justice, said, "Colored
women make excellent nurses. To
their natural sift• of tact and skillful
(sic) handling are added soft melodious voices, sympathetic natures,
and ideallsm."11 Miss Mahoney'•
work validates this view. The doc•
tors with whom 1he, worked and the
rem Illes of those she nursed testlfy to
the vslue of her care. She had 13
· cases over the 4 years she Is Ueted
with this directory, She received only
p01ltlve evaluations, (Such was not
the case for many other nurses who
worked out of this directory,) Miss
Mahoney had "good temper, dlacre,,
tlon, and loyalty which were well
tested In the ca1e or a weak, nervous
self-indulgent Invalid," aald one
report, "Hlsh recommendation,"
said another, "No faults" said 1tlll
another. "Excellent nul'IJe" wa, the
asseesment of her four weeks with
Mrs. C.A, WhHlock, "Would employ
again" appeared often from the doctors and the famlUet, Mo1t or her
case, were around Bo1ton, Brookline
and Roxbury, thou11h 1he did travel
111 far •• Wobum for one, and Con•
cord for another." 11 l• only 1peculi•
don, of courM, but Miu Mahoney
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Ml•• Wald save a slRnal lo tho m1r11•

Ing profession, She hosted a recap,
tlon et Henry Street In honor of the
group. It Is easy to see why she did.
The NACGN's motto "Service to Hu•
manlty" was one Wald was pulling
into action In the 1lum tenements of
New York City. Her work and the
NACGN's motto only stated whet a
proFosslon's re&11on for being Is. But
by this time the young professlon had
retreated from lls obligation to serve
society. So far had It retreated, that
negroea suffered seven times as frequently as did non negroes of tuberculosis, e killer In those pre anti· ·
biotic days. 11 It was to ensure health
care to their own,' as much as to remove barriers, that the negro nurses
founded the new organization, Their·
other obf ecllves were to advance the
standards and best Interests of
trained nurses to break down dlscri•
mlnatlon In the nurslns profession,
and to develop leadership within the
ranks of negro nurses. Basic to
ellmlnmllng double standards of edu•
cation and practice based on race,
the organization Insisted that the
negro nurse must meet the required
standards for all nurses. 11 Miss Mahoney, a graduate or on approved
school of nursing, and a member of
her alumnae association met the re•
qulrements. Her sister, Ellen, did not.
The second convention was held In
Boston. The nurses convened el the
Twelfth Baptist Church on Shawmut
Avenue. The Reverend Doctor M.A.
Shaw 11ave the Invocation. Then the
diminutive Mary Eliza Mahoney wel•
comed the nurse,. The meelln11 pro,,
ceeded with
on "The Ideal
Nurae" and "Nunlna ln the Weat
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too, Miss Mahoney 111 rungcd il spu•
clnl tour to the New England flospi•
tel for Women end Children. The
tour closed with toe served by the su·•
perlntendent or nurses and the
school's alumnae associetlon. 31
Reportedly Mlsa Mahoney found
the training of 1909 less then what
had been required of students or her
time, 30 years before. Whether this
was nostalgia for her youth or the
actual state of affairs, there Is no
way of knowing, She was made a life
member of the NACGN and con•
linued to be Its honored guest over
the next 1 o years. The last meeting
she attended was In 1921 at Wash•
lngton, D.C.'s Freedman's Hospital.
Juat one year Into women's suffrage
It seems fitting thot these colored
women nurses visited President
Herding. They reminded him that
there were 2000 trained negro nurses
In America. Then they presented the
President and Mrs. Harding with a
bllsket of American Beauty roRes ...
And so Misa Mahoney's long
career came to on end. Then the
metastlslzed breast cancer that
would claim her life entered Its flnol
stages. She returned to the New
Eng!and Hospital for Women end
Children. There she died, January 4,
1928. 11
Under the simple white marker lies
all that could die of Mary Eli1.0 Ma•
honey. She continues to live In the.
nuraes honored by the National As•
aoclatlon of Colored Graduate
Nurses from 1036-1951, and by the
American Nurse, Association ,Ince
that time. She continues to live In the
Inspiration ah& provided to Boston 11
colored nurses In the Mary Mahoney
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month1: two dollars per week for the
second 8 months and three dollars
for lhe last 4 months, Suppo11edly II
was a subsidy that underwrote the
cost of the calico dreH and felt slippers that aerved as a student uni•
form." 11 From the perspective of the
present day, the payment further em•
phaslzed the service noture of the
trelnlnR,
Given the use of pupil nurses for
tho labor or hoapltal care, few srodu•
ates were necessary. So It waa that
the doctors could report that moil
graduates left the hospital for the
more lucrative private duty
nursing." And Miss Mahoney was no
exception. She graduated August 1,
1879 and slened on with the Dlrec•
tory for Nurses al the Boston Medical
Library. She folned the other 38,000
women workers In Boston. Most or
these worked within three cate•
gorles: personal service, trade end'
manufocturing. Their wages aver•
aged respectively, $5.25, $4.81, and
$5.22 per week ... Nurses fared
better. Miss Mahoney, for example,
charged S2.50 per day or S15.00 per
week, es did her colleagues of slml•
ler tralnlng. 11 Higher wages end'cer•
tainly lesser danger than In factory
work made nursing an attractive
way to earn a living. But nursing was
not without Its disadvantages for
nurses had to wait for cases, and
soma of theae could be as hazardous
to health 811 the Injuries of the fac•
torles.
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The ambience of the little ho1pltol
must hevo hod a tlngo or sadne1& that
March d&y RI Min Mahoney enterfld.
The annlversery of the loaa of Susan
Dimock end Caroline Crone was
nearing. Only three years before the
young and telented surgeon, end the
1874 graduato of the training pro•
gram had been lost at 11110. The little
hospital hod hardly recovered from
the financial blow or the Great Bos•
ton Fire of 1872 when this more lrre•
trlevable losa had occurred. So It wss
that the proeram, reorganized by Dr.
Dimock, was administered by
others. Some Idea of Its expectations
survive. Early, the pupil nurses were
pieced in positions of responsibility
under the "strict vigilance" of the
woman doctors. Nursing at the hos•
pltal was done almost entirely by
"our pupil nurses. " 1• The program,
then t 6 months in length, extended
the original medical, surgical and
confinement nursing, with night
nursing. Then and for many years
ofter, the greater preponderance of
cases was obstetrical; which limited
the pupils' range of educational ex•
perlence. Much of the tralnlns evidently was more service than educeUon for each pupil nurse had the
charge of e ward with 6 beds. Service
demands shaped the education of
these pioneers: as it did for the many
nurses who followed them. Called
wages by Dimock and allowances by
her successors, pupils were given one
dollar per week for the first 6

conl. on page 8
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Delegalttt 1U1ndln11 the N1Unnal Convention In 192t, Ml111 Mahoney 11land1
fourth from rh1ht in 1•t mw.

It Nl-:11, ym1r umlinK !1/:IOII 877 .
l!i. NF.If, yonr 11ndi11g !lf:IIJ/11175.
16, Nl-:tf, Ibid.
I 7. NEU, year 1mdinR 9/311/1874.
I 8. NEH, year endlnM 9/:1011875,

19. NEIi, ym1r umling !1/:111/1 H7H.

20, Thtt Workin11 Girls nJ Hus/on /IBIIOJ
Rools o/ Billerm,ss: 0111:unmnf:; o.f 1111•
Sor.Joi HlslorJ,• of Amr.rlr:on Wnnwn.
Nancy f. Colt Ed. New York: RI'. Dutton
& Co .. Inc., 1972, pp. 311 ·:121.
21, Boston Mmllcal t.lbr11rv: DirPclorv
for Nurses, Vol. 2, pp,'t 14-i l 5.
·
22. Boston Oircclory: The City Rocord,
1845.

23, Ibid.

24. Frederick Saunders, op. cit,
25. Boston Medical Library, Op. Cit.
26, Dock, Lavinia L. A His torr oJ
Nursing. Vol. Ill, New York: G.11. Putnam's Sons, 1912, p. 198.
27. Duston Medico! Library, Op. Cit.
28, Dock, Op. Cit.
.
29. Ch11yer, Mary Ella. Nurslrig In
Modern Socloly. New York: G.P.'Put•
nam 's Sona. 1947, p. J 88,
30, Staupers, Op, Cit., p. 18,
31, "National Association of Colored
Graduate Nurses Listen to Pap11rs by
Prominent Physicians." The OoHlon
Gloh11. Aususl 24, Hl09.
32, "Vlsils to H11splt11ls Mnde," The
Boslon Gloho, AIIRUSt 26, I IJ09.
33. Thorns, Op. CH.
34. Ibid.
.
35. Death Reglsler, Boston D1taths for the
Year 1926. Vol.1,p.12,
36, Minority Nunes, ~·acts About
Nursing 82•83. Kan1as City. Missouri:

American Ntmes A11od11llon, p. 29.
Other Soun:n
Huelle Ferguson
Helen Miller

The help or Ann Donovan or Iha Nuraine
Archival al Bo1ton University 11 grate•
fully acknowledged.
'
-Mary Ellen Doono

MNA Hl1lorlan

The M,mm:huserts Nurse, No~•embor, 1984
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The introductory data stated that
Miss Mahoney had bean nursing for
more or less 14 years suggesting that
she had worked as a nurse prior to
her training. This was not so unusual. Nursing for hire had been a
way of life lons before the training
schools came into existence. Women,
negro and white, cared for their
families and earned their living by
using lheir nursing skills. Miss Ma•
haoney's first recorded ancestor was
Ellen Freemal) (Mumbet, Mum Bell) a
Massachusetts woman who lived
from c.1742-1829. She believed the
words of the Bill of Rights and per•
suaded a young lawyer to argue for
her freedom. The 1783 case freed
Member and established that slavery
was abolished in Massachusetts.
Would that her nursing career were
as known as is her mark on Massachusetts legal history. All that remains is that she nursed her attorney's children for several years.
In 1845 wt.en Miss Mahoney was
born, the city directory listed more
than 20 women under the category of
nurse.u Women continued as nurses
even after the training schools were
established. Some of these, such as
Miss Mahoney's sister Ellen, had
been students in the training schools
but left before graduation.11 u 11 was
a time of change reflected in the
kinds of women who called them•
selves NURSE. Untrained, partially
trained and trained "nurses" competed for the private duty market.
Some worked out of the directories,
others free lanced, and many did
both.
These nurses were one problem for
the trained nurse: another was the
patient they served. for the most part
only individuals of financial standing were able to afford the cost of
home ~ursing. Moat of the nurses
were not of this social class: yet.
nf>ithPr wPrr• thPv ,;prvnnt,;. lnlt>nl nn

Club of the 1940's. She continues to
live in Helen Miller, and her sorority.
Chi Eta Phi, which erected a proper
headstone over Miss Mahoney. She
continues 'to live in the Black Nurses
Caucus and its ideas dissemina1ed Ly
Lorraine Baugh and the presen1-0rgani2ation. The New England Black
Nurses Association. She continues lo
live in the more than 60,000 black.
nu~ practicing in the United States
today ...
Mary Eliza Mahoney lives in nursing' s history as a rt!mindt!r th,u the
profession's enduring purpose is service lo humanity.
Kefeceacea
t. Saunders. Frederict... telephone
conversation. Jun~. 1961.
2. Thoms. Adah. Pa1htin..t~r,.. New \" url:
Kay Printing House. rnz!j, p. IO.
3. Ibid., p. 11.
4. Dirth Register, Boston Dirths for the
Year 1845, Vol. 17. p. 107.
5. TbeBostonDirllCtory, Th,=City
Record, 1845-1926.

6. Saunders, Op. Cil. •
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may have worked otit of several directories and with physicians, as did
many nurses of that era.
During the several decades following her graduation, racial prejudice
re,,merged in all its ugliness. "While
the nursing community was smell,"
said Dock, "it was free from this antisocial feeling, but as [nursing) grows.
here and there barriers are put up,
calling for pause and thought, that
injustice shall not be done, at )east,
in the impersonal realm of education
and state &:xamination. "aa Dock and
Lillian Wald, the founder of Heru-y
Str~t, put this belief into actic:i. In
1008, when the National Association
of C.olored Grartuale Nurs1,s held

Indies." Dr. John Hall of the Bay
State Medical Society. in convention
with his colleagues al Faneuil Hall,
addressed the nurses on the need for
the "Mutual Cooperation Between
Nurses and Physicians." In the evenings the nurses joined the physicians,
dentists and pharmacists at Horticultural Hall for entertainments ar•
ranged by the Ladies A.uxilliary.~•
The convention continued through
three bot and humid August days.
Visits were made to a home for aged,
colored women in the West End
where they, the nurses and the
T.atroo. Mary Townsend entertained
each other wilh music and recita-
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POSITIOU PAPER:
THE PHRASE ETHNIC PEOPLE OF. COLOR

This paper provides the historical development of the phrase
•ethnic pe~ple of c~lor,~ an_exp~anation of wha~ the phrase is meant
to accompl1sh at th1s po1nt 1n t1me and suggest1ons for future action.
Historical Perspective

Historically, there have been victims of oppression in this

Many groups have suffered from such oppression. However
individuals who display a different skin pigmentation have been mo~t
subject to discriminatory practices, mainly the American Indians
(incl~ing Alaskan Natives),_Asians, Blacks, Chicanosand other Spanfshspeak1n9 people, and the Pac1fic Islanders.
country.

Over the past decade, new heights have been reached in
addressing problems nationally and locally, although discriminatory

practices against the people mentioned above continues.

C

_ . . Explica~i~n of concepts basic to the development of strong
1nd1v1duals. fam1l1es, and groups has led to a positive self-concept
and self-esteem which in turn has heightened the awareness of minority
groups to their potentials as human beings and as prospective
profe:isional people.
·

The term minority groups or disadvantaged minorities has long
been used by groups. individuals and legislators. These terr.is connote
an inferior status and do little to enhance a positive self-concept.
S!.lch pf11·ase5 do net accurately d~fine the oppre5sed groups to which

major attention needs to be addressed.

In the evolutionary scheme of events, many minority nurses

and other professionals felt a great need to develop a phrase which
._ould niore accurately and positively describe American Indians .
{including Alaskan Natives), Asians, Blacks, Chicanos and other
Spanish-speaking people and the Pacific Islanders.
"Color" is the characteristic trait used by the dominant
oernbers of society.to relegate particular members to an oppressed
status. Color serves as the unifying concept included within a
descriptive tenn. Color means a general concentration of melanin
higher than that usually found in the Caucasian race. It usually
r:iarks a person for social and administrative discrimination not
out of his own choice but rather through the practices and policies
of those in positions of power.
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Phrase - [thnic Pcoj>le

or

Color

In the eady 1970' s the phrase ethnic people of color was

introduced into wcurn activities. It was believed that this phrase
DIOr<! ,,ccurately de.scribed the groups which have been discriminated
against to the fullest extent.

The phrilse includes all groups whose

skin pi!:JJnentation contain color. such as the Asians, Blacks. Native
Americans and Spanish speaking peoples. This phrase ethnic people
of color has received ~ide acceptance by individuals who are of color
and i_s therefore in accordance with the right of self-determination.
The phrase has been adopted within all aspects of ~'CHEH
programming. It is used in all WCHEN grants and is used by all the
WCHEN steering comnittees. At the June 1976 A.11erican Nurses.' Association
convention. this phrase was also approved for inclusion in the descri~tion
of the Comnission on Human Rights. Because the phrase is serving the
need for whi~h it was developed, there is no valid reason to discontinue
the use of the phrase at present.
Future Action
The Minot"i ty lssu~s Steering Committee proposes that the
problems \-lhich need attention are more important than the se;nantics
of the rihrusc used to describe the group. To concentrate efforts on
developing or changing terms diverts energies frc:n the pressing
problems which desperately need 3ttention nm·1 and impedes progress
toward achieving WICHE/WCHEN goals.
The Minority Issues Steering Co...nittee recognizes that there
are developing and untested theories from the social sciences which
relate to culture. he,11th care and nursing. \.le of tt:e Minority
Issues Steering Committee foster ar.d encourage theorj' buildinq •
testing and problem solving in all areas which will fo~ter the ·
development of nursing sciences. It is the hope of th1 s
commi ttce that relevant, tested theories will further nursing progress
by e 1iminil ting institutionalized discriminatory practices in the
health delivery system and in the nursing educational system. It
is proposed that appropriate forums for open discus~ion and_
_
opportunities for research be provided for t~e sharrng of dt!fenng
points of.views and the development and test1ng of new theor1es:
_
. WCHEN as a parent organization is large enough to accom:1odate d1ffer1ng
points of view and to foster the exchange of these views among its
membership.
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marks

1976 marks the 25th anniversary since the functions of the National Association
of Colored Graduate Nurses were absorbed by ANA. ·

of Colored Graduate -Nurses Nere absorbecl by ANA.

At the January 1947 meeting of the National Association of Colored Graduate
Nurses a recoanendation was sent to the ANA Board of Directors that the ANA
Board take the necessary-steps to absorb the functions of NACGN if there were
no legal barriers within ANA that would hinder this absorbtion.

At the laiuary 1947 meeting of the National Association of Colored Graduate
Nurses a reC011111endation was sent to the ANA Board or Directors that the NiA
Board take the necessary-steps to absorb the functions of NACGN if there wre
no legal barriers within ANA that would hinder this absorbtion.

This reC01111endatian was further reinforced by the Joint Committee on the Structure of the Six National Nursing Organizations which from its inception in 1946
had included NACGN.
.

This reC011111endatian was furt:heT reinforced by the Joint CClllll:ittee on the Structure of the Six National Nursing Organizaticns ..tuch fraa its i.ncepticn in 1946

had

In 1948 there was further advancement towards full membership status when the
ANA House of Delegates voted individual membership: to all negro nurses excluded
from any state association. In that same year, the first negro nurse was appointed to the professional staff of AN.A.

In 1948 there was further advanceaent towards full llellberahip status Nhen the
ANA Hcuse of Delegates voted individual aembershi.p to all negro nurses excluded
from any state association. In that same year, the first negro nurse was appointed to the professional staff of ANA.

In 1950 the intergroup relations program was developed and in 1931 the Board of
Directors of NACGN voted to recoamend its dissolutim, having wo1:'ked for some
6 years to insure that its _f~ctions would be.· absorbed by ANA. to_ the .end that
the "participation of black nurses in ANAwould receive promotional efforts".
The dissolution occurred at the national level in 1951.

In 1950 the intergroup relations program was developed and in 1951 the Board of
Directors of NACGN voted to recocaend its dissolutirn, having worked for SOiie
6 years to insure that its functions would be absorbed by ANA to_ the .end that
the "participation of black nurses in ANA would receive promotional efforts 11 •
The dissolution occurred at the national level in 1951.

It is timely for all structural units of the ANA to engage in self assessment
of to what extent the goals and promises of the "merger" were achieved
based on the model affirmative plan developed by the Affirmative Action Task
force.

1976

the 25th anniversary since the foocticns of the Natianal Association

.

included NACGN.

·

·

-

.

It is timely for all structural units of the ANA to engage in self assessment
terms of to what extent the goals and promises of the "merger" were achieved
based on the model affirmative plan developed by the Affirmative Action Task
force.

in terms

in

It is therefore proposed that in 1977, the 25th anniversary of the 1952 structure
change, a significant program be sponsored by the ANA Board of Directors with
every structural unit of _the Association involved in assessment and forward
planning.

It is therefore proposed that in 1977, the 25th amiversary of the 1952 structure
change, a significant prog~am be sponsored by the ANA Board of Directors with
every structural unit of _the Association involved in assessment and forward
planning.

at their orientation in the summer and include budgeting requests in the 1977

All structural units could. be charged to begin planning for such a conference

budget proposal in line with Priority 84.

All structural units could.be charged to begin plaming for such a conference
at their orientatian in the SU11111er and include budgeting requests in the 1977
budget proposal in line with Priority #4.

The ANA Board of Directors should be asked to respond to the idea of sponsoring
such a program and to authorize reallocation of resources within the 1976 bud-.
get to begin the work on planning and collection of data on th~ extent of participation of these minorities in. ANA at all levels in 1976.

The ANA Board of Directors should be asked to respond to the idea of sponsoring
such a program and to authorize reallocation of ~sources within the 1976 buc:f-_.
get to begin the work on planning and collection o! data an~ extent of psrticipation of these minorities in ANA at all levels in 1976.
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PO:bem
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Bman Rights

IH'h4K.Cl·IOO

The gal.ity d. health care prO'lided to ethnic minorities and other

disadvantaged and I.Stderserwd popul.ati<XJS was the focus of a CXll1S\IDer hearing

sponsored by the 1\merican Nurses' Assciciatiai Callnissiai ai Hunan Rights. The
hearing was held in Baltinrxe, Maryland, Noveni)er 6, 1981.
chosen

BaltinDre was

for this hearing because of its size and its large ethnic

populatiart--factors which oould prO'lide insight into the effectiveness
health care to specific groups.

ex

For acxx>rding to the 1980 census, Baltimre

is the tenth largest city in the United States and has a populatia, which is

· 55.5 percent black ..

'!'he CCllll.i.ssiai ai HlJBaD Rights 80licited testinaiy through extensive mailings

to h:Jspitals and schools d. nursing, health and hllllan services agencies, and
oonsmer advocate grOll)S.

Witnesses were required to be either C1J11St.mers fran

an tn:Jerserved, disadvantaged, or ethnic minority populatiai in the Baltimre

area, or proriders to these p;pll.atiais. F.acb was asked to:
general and specific health care needs and problems

(1) identify

er. his :pc:pll.atia, in terms

of SlJCb issues as ao:,ess to care, ac:xnmtability, heme health services,

payment mechaniSM, mental health, tJJB].ity assurance,

am

utilization

patterns; (2) give specific details, exallll1,es, and data to CXXJCretize these

issaes; (3) gbe suggestions, recarmendations,

and

strategies for addressiBJ

these issues; and (4) w 1 t m positive health care e.xpedences relative to

. so

u.tims

::'3~.·

,
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these issues.

-3-

<kal testinaly of each witness was limited t.o a ten-minute

THE EDIHIC MitOU'1'Y

presentation fallowed b:f a five-minute question and answer period. Written
testinaly of artJ length was invited for inclusion in the report.

Seven witnesses fran Balt:inore, Maryland, and Washington,

the hearing.

risk•:

They addressed their attention

n.c.,

Research indicates that members c1 the disadvantaged ethnic minority are
testified at

to groups they consider "high

afflicted with axe c:hrali.c ocnditiais than others, that their health {l£oblems

are generally llllre severe, and that they are also hospitalized ll'KXe often.

the elderly, blacks, the dlrarl.cally mentally ill, and innates of

correctional institutions. Since they referred al.nrJst exclusively to adults,

During the War

little infomatiai on the health needs of. chidren was garnered.

peqlle's acx:ess to medical care increased. Services were usually free ex

'l'be verbal

ai

Poverty and Great Society years, £ran 1965 to 1975, poor

and written testiDa'Jy gave the nine-mentle, oc:mnissiai firsthand information on

greatly reduced in aJSt. ~ , in the last few years, medical facilities

the i:renlent health needs and health care problens affecting ethnic

have been charging for services lfflich were cmce free.

llinodties, the disadvantaged, and the tmderserved. Witnesses related

this was done to oollect third-party payments for which the poor might be

persanal experiences am provided data on such topics as the availability,
accessibility, am quality of health care provided the mderserved.

..

eligible.

Beal.th providers Si!t:i

Still, many hospitals end up absorbing these medical oosts.

In

addition to their positive and negative assessrenta of. the current system, the

In most

vitresnes made reo

irptient care fcx the disadvantaged ethnic minority.

e~tions for inp£ovements in the delivery of health

care.

o.s.

cities, city and oounty hospitals carry the largest burden of
Baltimore ism

exceptioo. '1W witnesses representing hospitals with p:ebninantly pxr black
populations testified:

'J.'be CXllllissiai anticipates using tbe runerous suggestions for iuprouement

Jean Pbaire, clinical eciJcat:or for Lutheran Hospital

in Baltimore, and Dr. Oakley Saunders of Provident Boepital in West Ba1timcre.

offered in a future plan to establish a dencxistration project which will

address needs for a change in our health care

systea.

Lutheran is an urban !x>spital with a patient popu1atioo which is pr:mninantly
black and elderly.

Sixty percent of. the patients are 65 years or: older and

live on fixed L...x:aea.

area.

Most of Lutheran's patients reside in the inlEdiate

I

a

..

..

·:~l}( i
"',
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Ms. Pbaire pointed out that the disadvantaged often use the ba;pi tal

Provident Hospital, a 271-bed full-service facility has a p:pJJation not

a ergency rot11 as their primary sourced: health care.

unlike Lutheran's arxl hence similar :prmlems. Medical referrals by its

Because of a:inoern

fClt' encugh money for the bare necessities of. life, the cxmmmity is crisis

predaainantly black medical staff and its black identity acx:ount fer a mostly
black patient p:,pulation.

health care until syq;,tans becxne unbearable or life

ociented,

threatening. 'flus cxnUtions tihich could have been treated in a clinic, end

OClle

Patients frcm several neighb:)rhocds in Baltimor:e

t:het'e, mostly by piblic transportation.

up requirilJl hospitalization.
l?;oon:mics is seen to be one major problen.
Once persons are

hospitalized, their care is influenced by eoonanics.

proper health care, and since Provident is oamtitted to serve them, it has a

~admately 60 percent of tbe patient population at Lutheran Hospital are
covered by Melicare and Medicaid

am

10 percent by medical assistance.

Patients do not have the iooney for

high tad-debt ratio..

In

pt'oblem.

But bias by state and local officials CICllp0lB'lds the

For ezart,le, without input fran Provident, the city exclooed it fi:aa

additicn, 20 percent have Blue Cross and Blue Shield and 10 percent have

th! <XJntract for a highly successful demonstraticn pr:oject for the OOOl'dinated

variaus otbeE insurance po1icies.

health care of. ·high-risk mothers.

If a patient is on medica1 assistance, when

'!'his tmder1ines what Dr. Scamders sees is a

benefits are cut-off after 20 days, the hospital mJSt absorb any further

lack of accountability by p)licy,-making b:>clies to the ethnic minority.

costs. SclllletiJlles patients are sent hane early, in wbich case scneone lllJSt

cited as another exaq,le a 1IIJCh needed aloobol.ism progran that was turned-oown

folla,

to llilke sure there is m relapse.

after ae?roval by tmpital psychiatrists and city and state planning
,.
f

A pnJb].ea that Lutheran Hospital. is <bing saaething about is the difficulty
SOiie

mrses find in-deali03 with pstients fran a socioeoonanic area that is

different fran theirs and who have different needs.

Sensing a need to help

sctxx>ls '1 mrsing identify their particular needs, wtheran Hospital is
currently wccki03 with the Comllllity College of B(lltimre and Hall Ccmmmity

College. Ma. Pbaire now sees greater concern

-=ing

their graduates to

understand patients and their specific needs in addition to acquiri03 clinical

Skill.a.

Be

agencies.

Such cases lead him to believe that the problaa is not so IIIJCb a

maietary one as

aie

of IIIIXality and ethics.

.

..
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great deal of support service. !'bey find it difficult to get to i'llffl1 atcxy

care, and the current f~agmentation of health care services
problem.

e,racprbates the

Dr. Evans beliews it is possible to reduce this fragmentatioo so

that a person enterin; the system bas access to au tbe kinds

ao:x>unt for over 29 percent of all medical health care CX>Sts in this oountry.

o.s. population,

older adults have more illnesses, see DDre pdvate physicians,

studies show

am

bane.

represented the District of Coll.lllbia Nurses' Asssociation and the Department
of arsing Practice of the Greater Southeast Camllnity Center for the Aging.

The elderly i;q,ulatim is cme of the fastest growing groups in the nation.

years

er.

8 percent.

In

general population

'1'be 1980 census oounted 103,655 persons over 60

age in washingtm, D.C., and 109,151 over 65 in Baltimre.

The

.

_.,,:;:..,

"'" ' -

sick alder adults, including the frail elderly, who are at risk for

institutionalizatioo, and the already institutionalized, but the frail elderly
acxxuit for ally 12 to 20 percent <1. the alder p:,pulation.

a persons's life

raises difficult bioethical questions.

almost

Dr. EVans' center is -.:~ating with

long-term institutionalization of persons
no awareness

indefinitely in institutiais

wtx:,

to examine these issues.

The

have little autax:my and perba{:s

causes us to reexamine the waJ we view people and hllllan life.

This is especially true in light of the strain such a situation ilp)Ses on
fanily systens cmc1 the effect oo the nation's already strained eccnany.

She

cited the case of an 84-year-old man, apparently ooerced into aa:epting renal
dialysis, who has been confused all al.mg and is now so CXlllbative that he !11.JSt

Bistodcally, health care providers have fQCl_ised their attention i-:imarily on

1.. ;t
I

Our ability to maintain

Georget:c:Mt University's Bioethics Department

latter a:,nstituted 13.8 percent of the city• s pcpul.atioo.

i

Dr. Evans stressed the need foe rairsing banes for pecple wbo need to be

watched constantly or who need CXX1Stant care.

Dr. Iois Evans gave extensive testim:,ny on health care for the aged. She

increased only

Only five percent of older adults are in mrsing hc:aes oc ~imiJ ar institutioos

at a given time, but an estimated 20 percent will spend saae time in a nursing

request

more health care services than any other group.

the last decade it grew about 20 percent, while the

be

needs at that time.

adults represent about 11 percent of the population today, and they

Altmugb they oc:qrise a small portion of the

er. services

They have sane

functiooal disabilities, probably one or more chronic illnesses,

and

require a

be sedated.

Such a case needs help fraa bioethics.

Although they canprise about 70 percent of the age group, the well elderly

have been overlooked.

Little has been dcne to help thell remain ~thy, to

sta-[ at hale and anbulant, to enjoy their lives.

Studies show that older

-e.j
·I

.;

pecple can learn 110Ce

about health and

that

they do modify their

BCME BML'lB SBRVICl!S

r

self-care and

health practices accordingly.

Dr. Evans bas interviewed many older adults to discover their ooncept of
health.

.

Medicaid and Medicare, both govemaent funded health programs, were enacted in

Meet seem to oonsider tbemsel:ves healthy if they can still function

and can still meet sane of their interperSCXlal needs.
progrcllS for senior citizens are

needed, sirx.-e

aging hew to stay healthy as long as possible.

they

1965. Medicaid, bec:auae of its experditures and the IUllber of people it

Heal th pcaootion

effectively teach the

',,

Also needed are physicians and

covers, is the largest health care program for the poor:.

It offers myriad

aadical secvioes to those en plblic assistan:e, and to the medical needy as
weJ.].. Medicare, on the other hand, belpa pay for medical care of the elderly.

nurses IIIIX> can help the aging address their health problems.

As

a result of Medicare, high

CDSts of boapital and lledical.

care for older

people have been substantially reduced.

l

I:

However, aocording to testimly by Michael K. Miltm, deputy direcbX for
special projects for the Visiting Hursea' Associatiai in Baltiaxe, if it was
not

for the skilled care regul.atiai in Medicare, many elderly CXlU1.c1 receive

bane health services.

.Apprmimately 20,000 people currently receive bcae

health care in Maryland, while in fiscal 1980 Medicaid suppxted 15,481

perscns in nursing hcllles.

The General Aaxuiting Office

estialtes that

naticndde, 25 to 40 percent of the perscns in mrsing hales tb not need that
level of care.

Applying these figures to Maryland IIHnB that it is possible

that are than 6,000 persons in Maryland don't need to be there.

'1'he chief reasai for the overuse of mrsing btmes

seeas to be the Medicaid

requirement that a patient 11JBt need the services of. a registered ruse, a
physical therapist, or a epeecb patbolagist in order to qnaJ ify for aid. A

4

,

-uams CBIDl'.iCAIU MBRrALLY zu.
physician . .t certify the patient fer belle health care. Mr. Milt:0ft suggests
that a mr• is able to 1lllke that jlll'I; ant ..

PUrtber, Mr. Miltan believes that

giving less in Medicare and Medicaid coverage to a per801l cared for in a

relative's baae, thm is given to a mraing baDe resident is inequitable and

Until tbe NatiClnal Health Act of 1946, states• aental health bospi.tals we:e

restricts freedall of choice.

the mainstays of America• s publicly funded mental health secvioes systea.
That law, which established the Naticmal Institute of Mental Health, led to

reform of state laws, increased piblic c:xmcern, and better financing fa,: tx>th
care and training.

'!'he centers set up mJder the CClmllllity Mental Health Centers

c:£ 1963 have

virtually supplanted mental bcepitals. Centers in catdladlt areas

er.

75,000

to 200,000 people pr:0\rided inpatient and outpatient care, emergency day

treatment, consultation and educatimal services, regardless cf ability to

pay.
~ , the Mental Health System Act of 1979 bas resulted in serious

problems, according to Diaharme B. Anderson, B.S.N. , of Bal.tina:e.

Actions to

reduce the m.nber of bospitalizatiam of the mentally ill have returned to the
ocmurl.ty large lltlllbers of the chronically mentally ill, sanetimes after many

years of insti tutionalizatioo. Ms. Arr.1erson believes that CXlllllUl'li ty mental
health centers are miquel.y equipped to care for t.be health and welfare c1.
theSe patients.

In her opinion, the alternatives which hHe been tried have

not 11101:ked, thrari.ng persons 'Who have been dependent f« years, or 'Wbo need a

certain ancu,t of supervisioo

ai

to their own resow:oes with little

. tl:SO_

u.1t6YtS

: _f:;:S-,
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preparatiai. Many are barely surviving on welfare payments in p:xrly
mintained b:xming, either in the midst

er.

ghettos or ai the edge of catchnent

areas. Ms. Andersen eq;hasized that acme chronic mental patients cannot
adjust to CXIIIIUU.ty living and '110Ul.d fare better in a state mental hospital,

if such -.er:e restructured to prOlide cmiciliary care in on-campus cottages.
set up a, a canadian model, different

oottar3ea would provide different levels

Perhaps

ate of the

nmt underserved minorities, in terms

a:.

health care in

the nation, are persons in correctional institutioos, the CDll!issiai beard.

of sup!rVisiai, with the patient nori.ng to a less structured environnent as

.Aax>rding to the Department of Justice, the nation's prison population reached

bis fmtctional level iJ!lroves.

a
Ms. Anderson cited her experiences as ooocdinator of the Canprehensive
Caln'P'i.ty Support Prograa, which

was designed to provide deinstitution-

albation for 50 chronic mental patients.

It was found that patients af this

type cb need cbaiciliary care, because they are unsafe to themselves or others

in the a:mudty.

Originally they projected three months as the time needed

to teach basic survival skills, but me year was found to be more realistic.
With recent cutbacks in food stanpl and medical assistance,

deinstitutionalized patients are ra, living at subpoverty levels.

high as of December 1979, with more than 314,000 priscoers.

Historically,

o.s. priscns have

been beset by overcrowding and deterioration.

Since the 1970s, due to increasing ocw:t scrutiny,

o.s.

prisons have been the

object of large mlllbers of lawsuits ard class actioos directed at relieving
px>r oonditions, including inadequate tll!dical care.

But the poblic seems to

feel that pr:iscners don't deserve good health care, aocording to Vernard
Purdie, a former innate of the Maryland Penal System, and now an investigator

for the Prisoner Assistance Project in Maryland.

Be noted that the p:lpll.atia,

of the Maryland Division of Corrections was 8,500 persons, of wbaa 66 percent

were black and 97 percent were male. Nearly 4,000 of these pcisoners are
released each year.

Lyada D. Johnsen, a registered nurse and former as$X:iate director of health
services for the Maryland Division of Corrections, noted that sbJ:Jies show

that the incarcerated pcpilatioo has greater health
health services than oarpsrable street populations.

needs and

utilizatioo of

This is attributed to

their socioeccxadc class, their lifestyle, and their general underutilization

-14-
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of. tbe health care system prior to incarceration.

In addition, sociological

5)

sturties of tbe prison enrirawr.t have daaonstrated that the enrircnnent
itself increases syapt.cm devel.qwnt.

Bat further studies show that a

6)

ooberent health care syst:at decreases the nl.lllber of sick calls and reduces the

peroem:a;,e of

psycbosaaatic CClllplaints.

Maryland has seven major institutions.

Two

prerelease centers have no oosite

24-b:lur, 7 days a week nursing staff.
t«Jllen.

However, inf imary service is not

Ms. Jomson said that primary care, limited dental

services, anc1 referral to specialty clinics are uniformly available.

Mental health care in prison is ·a particular problem.

l.ack of an ocganized system

er.

populatiai, there is danger to these innates, to other prisoners,
And the lack of

institutions leads to an increase of physical

mental h e a l t h ~ .

health education

with its attendant aloohol and drug abuse, to lnrillingness to use their

first-aid and CPR training

3)

Lack of a CJJa].ity

4)

Imifference of saae bei!llth care persomel due to malingeriBJ by
<X

and

taking~ valuable Staff time.

Problems with the axrections staff, ranging fran job related stress,

patients

and to

adequate prograaning and activities in these

Mcney is a persistent J:Xoblem.
2)

Irnates and staff agree

that when persons with mental proble11S are mixed with the general prison
staff.

Probleas that the witnesses taJched upon included:

Incansistent and delayed access to health care services, because the

system relies heavily on the judcjnent of correctional officers.

health care proriders, but the three major institutions have infirmaries with

l)

Lack of a system of transferring health records llben a pds::ne,: changes

jurisdiction

7)

available to

l\:lor acocuntability of delivmy of medicatiam by a>rrectional officers

assurance pragraa

burn-aut of health care providers

innate, for health care.
So even these

By

Maryland spends cnly $700 per year, per

state law, imates are ineligible for Medicaid.

JDea13er funds are not always available to pay SUEPliers

er. care.

•

>

.•

.·-
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elderly, health educatiai for tbe well elderly p,pil at:iai is even nxe

Rl!XXMURl\'l'ICE !CR 0wm:

iq;iortant. '1'he frail elderly would be aided in access to health care services
by the establisbnent on a single OCJIIIUdty organization to oocrect the
effects of the frai:}l'lentation of health care.
.Access

Nursing banes 10Jld becc:wae mcxe

effective if specially trained mrses were available to plan and arsen care,

to health care is "d:wiously better than it was 25 years ag::, for the

to proride m:xe equitable

ethnic Jli.Bxity, the disadvantaged and underserved, witnesses testified

and they would be less crowded if there were a

befoce the cxmni.ssion. However, they added that lllJdl more still needs to be

funding for h::me health care for the elderly who can raaain at balle.

done.

~esentatives of camamity mental health centers believe that the standards
'I.be health prd:>lems

than

er.

these grc:q;,s tend

to be more m.merous

of care

and ioore oanplex

others. Reports imicate that poor mtritioo, substandard lxlusing,

am

ac:x:xxmtability

tbeoJ

must meet sbould be required of boardi111C_P'Wes,

foster care banes, aoo group living placements for the cbrarl.c aentally ill.

and

Chrauc patients in crisis could be cared f« axe effectively with hme

i ~ t e sanitatiai, aoo 1e-1ied biJ physical and psychological stresses of

health care, rather than by hospitalization, if sJCb a p:ogra were funded.

and deprivation, all interact to intensify these groups' health
prd>J

!.'

Testiroony indicated that while progress bas been made in health care .it

Witnesses called for axe health pranotion p:ograns and specific training of

Maryland's penal institutions, much arxe needs to be d:lne.

health care pccr.essimals in the problems specific to these grOJPS.

that AM develop standards for l'lltsing care in cxxrectims and ax:,perate with

sch:,QJs

Nursing

need to 110rk with baspital,s in prepari~ nurses fran different

socioeo:n:aic badcgr<Ulds t.o

CD111J1Ucate effectively with the etlmic patient.

lfeba'ks a'ld malitions incll.dir¥J health pcofessionals can seek to assure

re;resentation of. minority cr.inoerns on city and state pal.icy makers. Proper
coUectian and used. health data can help effect changes.
Older alts, too, are plagued
professianals need t.o be

biJ lack

of financial resources.

While health

we er. their responsibility to serve the sick

It was ~ t e d

the American Medical Asscciatiai on strategies for :lat;ico,,eci care. servioes to
innates• fanilies and for innates as part of discharge planni.JWJ are especially
desirable.

·._

.. •l•

-~; ';:

·,: if:;:~. ,t

\(:.'ti'"

solu.-fim.s
'cJ'~
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PrOrident dewloped Lifeline, an electrically tran&llitted

PCSITIVB SIQ6 IN BPAIJl'H CARE

EEtgen::y bcae-~

hospital CXIIIIIJlrl.c:ations systaa.

Witnesses cited a l'llllller of praaising prograas and services in the Baltimore

It also has develq,ed a netwxk of educaticx:tal. affiliatims within and autside

area mi.ch aJUl.d fmctiai as models elsewhere.

the state of Maryland.

'1'hese affiliations, which range frCIII adical and

public health schools to mlleges and governnental scientific institutes,
The Greater Southeast Caami.ty Center fa: the Aging, in Washington, D.C.,

prcwides a broad spectmn of oamuni.ty care fa: the elderly.

In d1ition to

pr017ide students in health professions with oogoing oontinuing eb:aticn and
trainin;J for the hospital's own staff.

oammity outreach programs, like teleph011e assurance and a Friemly Visitor's

earlier, the Ccn(rehensive Cclllllmity SUpport Program, Baltiaxe

Prograa, there is a health day care progran for the frail elderly, who receive

As mentioned

rehabilitation, nursing, and health pranotion services at the center. An

City, pr017ided 50 mental patients with deinstitutionalized services. The

extended

..

care facility is bein;J built which will pr011ide skilled

and

progrc1D found that patients did not need state hospitalization, but needed a

type of dcmi.ciliary care situation. The pr013I"an prorided chronic mem:al

intermediate care.

patients with psychological treatmentr living skills, and crisis interventicn

In 1979, Provident Hospital opened its cxmnunity mental health facility which

services.

was designed to address the expandir¥J mental health needs of persons living in

trainiDJ through subcontractural services with another agency ..

an ira-easing cxnplex and stressful socioecouanic environnent.

Patients were also provided housin;J, advocacy, and vocational

'l'be facility's

progras include chemical detoxification and psycbodrana therapy.

A health educatim a,urse has been offered to imates in a Jessup institution
through a local <Xllllllllity college. The ax>rdinator was a mrse. The course

In oocperation with the <XlilllJni.ty, the hospital i.nplemented the oountry's

is being formally evaluated al.OB] with CXJ1t8rable <Dlllllni.ty courses.

first church-based, nurse coordinated CX'lllllll1ity hypertension progran. The
hospital also ocganized the first specialized stroke pr0.3rc1D in Baltina:e

A major shift in delivery of health care to imates in Macyland was brought

City, and established a Patient AdYocate Pr0.3ran in Maryland.

at.out after the report d. a task focoe jointly appointed by the Secret3ry of
Cotrectim and Health in 1980.

Health care iqx:OW!lll!nts included prorision of

sick call three times a week in tbe segregated and protective custody areas,

-20-

onsite pmrision '1 primary care fran 8 a.m. to 9 p .. m., an increase in the

quality of nursing care provided in the medical-surgical infirmary unit, and
the q:iening of a psychiatric inpatient unit in April 1980.

Other positive lnptovements for irnates in Maryland have included the

establistnent of a sub:xmni ttee of the Maryland Nurses Association ·eouncn

a1

Practice to develop standards for correctional nursing in Maryland:
oooperation with sections of the Department of Mental Health and Hygiene in

opening their resources t.o the division, particularly staff dewl.qnent; and
the hiring of one person in each region to do aaninistrative tasks in the
health area, thus relieving clinical perSCXJnel to provide direct care.

In ooncl.usion, many concerned health care providers are working to initiate or
u¢ate existing health care progrc111S and servkes based on the needs of their

patient p,p1lations.

Practitioners are learning new skills, gaining new

information £ran research, oamunity interest and patient advocacy on what is
needed to serve the disadvantaged and underserved groups.

efforts will surely benefit these groups.

W:ac:43
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AGENDA ITEM X-A--

2420 Pershing Boacl, Kaa•as City, Missouri 84108
(816) 474-5720
Barbara L. Nichols. M.S.. R.N.
PreSidflm

Cables:
Amernurses U.S.A.

Mynte K. Aydelotle. Ph.D.• R.N .. F.A.A.N.
&ecutNe Director

May 4, 1982

Dr.

Masai

aoo Ms.

7

Washington Office:
1030 15th Street. N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20005
(202) 296-8010

JIJN Gl 1982

Ernest D. Masai, Ph.D.
Belen Mill.er, M.S.N., R.N.
Nursing ReSearch Department
Ncrth carolina Central university
Durham, North carolina
Dear

I,~

Miller:

This letter sball serve to a::nfirm the agreement between you am the COmlissim m Hanan
Rights of the American Nurses' Associatiai.
You shall prepare the Ji:ranuscript for a publicatiai, Cootelp:)r31FY Minority Leaders in
Nursin:]: Afro .Anerican Hispanic and Native American Perspectives based up:m the attached
i;iiblicat1cn prcpcsal.
sui:Porb.ng materials for the caimissiai ai Hl.lllall Rights. A?<&
shall umerwrite p i r secretarial services am telei;iD'le asts, totaling $1,000. The
manuscript prepared t,J you a1d the final publicatiai shall becxme the property of ANA.

aid

.,

The final draft of the manuscript shall be subnitted to A?<& by you oo later than July 31,
1982. Up:xi signing this letter of agreement and returning it, you will receive a dleck
for $500 to m:lerwrite the abow expenses. Amther cbeck for an equal aioount will be
farthcxxni.ng at your request •

;:.~.,;,.. ...

. :..:-· ...

If the foregoing agreement is satisfactory to you, please signify your agreement l:,j
signing a CXJF.l' of this letter in the space provided below am returning t.""le CJ:1f!J to the

undersigned.

Cl71':ss:02
I agree to prepare a manuscript en behalf of the camnissicn ai Hllllall Rights for a
publicaticn entitled contemporary Minority Leaders in Nursing: Afro American,

Hispanic and Native Arrl:!rican Perspectives.

on the terms

ma an:JitiCllS as set

forth abow.

,

with the exception of the submission date,
July 31, which we request be extended to
Oct. 31 (see enclosed letter-- for explanation).

_J

I
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AGENDA ITEM VIII-A

f

cackgrcund

7

7

CCNMISSICt'l OM H[BdJl~ R!ZITS

Hfstorica1

l

In Dee!mber 1976, the CQmissic~ on Human Ri~hts
sent a questicnnaire !o ~.NA icembers who fdentified
themselves an their membership applications as
memcers of an ethnic/minority group. ihe purpcsa
of this questicnnafre was tQ po11 the etr.nic/mincritJ
membership canarning its needs, in an effort to
make programr.atic acti'lities liiOre responsive.

ihe

Carrmis.sion on Human rtights a.iso itlante,j to recafve
feedl:ac!c fr= fu ccnstitue."lc:, about the establ ishement
af the Ccmission.

The raspanses to the questionnaire were very favorable.
~Y members expres.sed a desire to t:eccme rr.cre involved
in the professiona1 association but did not beiieve
that the present organizational arrangements
permitted this.
In July~ 1977, the Car.nissicn on Human Rights held a
~ew York Cfty to honor
those weir.en who were off1c!rs of the National
Association of Calarec Graduate Nurses, and were
instrumental in its dissolution so that its
members could be beccme organized within ~RA.
At th1s meeting, many c:onferenc:a participants
expressed a desire ta work, wit."z t.ie cciimfssian
thro~gh an affiliation with the Cammfssion on
Human ~ights under an apprapriata organizaticnal
arra_ngen:en t.

luncheon and ~orkshcp in

l

Since its inception, the ccmissfon realized that
ft needed =~ perscn-power if i!: was ta be effective
in carrying out its prcgramnatic activities at
the national and canst1tue.11t leYels. The appropriate
an-ancement far greater ~articipaticn of ethnic
and minonfy i&leltbers is t.ie formation 0f a
council unde~ t.ie CC!ffllissicn.
In an effort ta abta in a c:c.'T:iiti t::ent frcm AA'iA
men:bers r.gard.ing Ccuncil membership the c~'mtissicn
developed a (at;--..ac.':mem: il) fc:rrn an~ cffstributsd
it at its 19i8 Canvent1cn ?rogram, !nd at its

June 19i9 ·conference in Albuc;uerque, Hew !~ico.

The additional cast far caunc11 membership was
indic:ated on this form. App~xirnately lSO .:1.NA
members frcm these two ::a~t1n;s e..~;ressad a desirs
to Join the proposed Cc~ncil cf !~te~c~1turat
Nursing.

..

··:·_),-·,~----•-•

'
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_J
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AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION

COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
GUIDELINES FOR COUNCIL ON INTERCULTURAL NURSING

.•. orpnfza;1~,ha~, ~Hp.-fJS:f.11,li~h,d ·du#{#g;-;.'lfi(.';····.
}.leca.
. a._::.~.•· ~~i%aif~ ex.fst teciu••~:of ·.tne···,'
Nl4 to :lddru.s thc2se s;,-=ific: areas peculfar :ta
1ts-- const1,tuenc-J. 'Th4!• ·ar.sa,n'fut1 ens 1ook· to· AHA ·. ·
a th ·_protessicnal auociatian ta adQ-us 'the
•·
_c:a111Ctfve nac!s of etmic:"and .min.orlty s,-c"s:s. -, . :·
Ml!llbars cf tthnfc:. and minorfzy·n~rs'fn;, cr,-=412fza~aris; ·.
_are tncc~ged

= hold as:tenhip fn .Ai,A.

.· ·. · .. ·: :, .· _

·.;,Two nat1cna1 nursing arsanfzatians. ha•,a bun established
· within the put two years •.t:, address the collective ·
ftllds af ethnic: nurses and c:cnsuarers durfng -t.5teiput .. ·
1UI", ANA has reaiv.t a for.::al· request t0 establish · .·
• D1v1sicn on ?n;tr-=ltur-al ~urs·ing..within MA~ · ·.· · ·

·The· Cclfflrfssion on Human. Rishts has bee.'1 Jn ex'f Jtenca
for ·three and one half yeers. A great ~-~l of 'that
tra has been uti'11zed organiiing fnternal1y, . · ···.
ptann'f~g pragrmatic: activft'fes, and ~rojects~-fcr
the futut-9. The ccmzrfss1cn is at the staGe fn .· ·
its 1evelopment that fn.crder ta =eve fomrd

·wfth fllplement1ng1tsprcgnms· (att!dant J2),
it must have a. sr-..atar supper: gT'Oup. Est!t!Ushing
a Ccuncil of Inter=s1tun1 z,un1ng would prcv'fc:e .

far ~"iA ethnic: and minority nurses ·
to-orpnf:e arcund ares ·of a:utual eanc:~r.,
. · .
. within MA. A council wculd a1so provide the pe:-sen ·
·.power to 1mpla:ent t.'te c:cmniss1an's pr.::gr-..n:mt1e · ·
1ft apportunfty

activities. · . ·.
.

··

.

·

·•·.

.

Tn followf~g. guidelines for a Ccunc11 of Intarc:ultural
flurs1ng Jave.betn•adop:tad·by tha Cc:mnissian en

lkan Rishts. Members''of t.ie -~ssian rK=raenc!ed ·
·that the MA Scmd of DiNCtcrs appl"'C1/e es'tablfsh'fng ··
-. &:CGunc11.Qf, In~r=lt:un.1 Nuning ~ca?- t.":&
•·
,Cclllissian on Human ~ishts.
·
· ,. -,

. .Ethatrfn• .SJR,w, :-t~S., R.:I~ I

·Chain:ersorr,,_· .· . . -- .:::(·::>;'. '(.?:'

·':. :.•.·=r.-J~f~~~-g:-s~=:.~:.a.~:~~~irpe?"Sc~.·•··<:-.:>:.:::.;·::~·'..;~/:·1;::~·::,·:··

.

</'

;;;

;

~.;:

.-.:;":..

".-_~t-~.• ~;"~ · • ·. _. . ·._.:.:::::)fili{ffrlit'
.s·~l~j~,:~i~f;{
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Membership Eligibility

Section I

There shall be a Council on Intercultural Nursing.
Membership shall be open to ANA members who are interested in the human
rights concerns of nurses and consumers from the perspectives of social
justice; affinnative action; equity in terms of the availability and
accessibility to health and nursing care to underserved populations.
Purpose

Se~tion II

To provide direction in the development and implementation of policies and
programs which relate to human rights concerns. To improve the quality of
nursing care by being responsive to the cultural and ethnic variances
among consumers.
Section Ill

Relationships

The council will be directly accountable to the Conmission on Human Rights
and will implement the policies and programs of the CHR.
The council will provide the opportunity for its members to participate in
the development and implementation of council activities.
The council will work toward the inclusion of human rights policies and
practices in the progranming of ANA structual units and constituencies.
Section IV

Functions of the council shall include:
a.

developing human rights standards which will be assistive to
nurse educators, researchers, and practitioners in defining
their role.

b.

participating in the development of research activities which
relate to human rights.

c.

collecting data about ethnic and minority consumers and providers.

d.

defining ways in which the Association can be more responsive
to human rights needs •

e.

planning conferences about human rights.

f.

collaborating with other associations and organizations with
similar purposes.

g.

reviewing the Association's documents for the inclusion of human
rights principles.

h.

planning an annual or biennial conference on the upholding of
human rights in nursing practice and nursing education. as well
as inclusion of cultural diversity in nursing curricula;

co...J'
~Q.SO {u_tl6Y\..S
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Executive COl111littee

Section V

There shall be a minimum of five council members.
a.

the tenn of office is two years.

b.

the officers of the council shall be chairperson, vice-chairperson, and secretary.

c.

the vice-chairperson shall automatically become chairperson and

serve for one tenn in that capacity.

d.

the vice-chairperson and secretary shall be elected biennially
in the even years by the council membership.

e.

the other members of the executive conmittee shall be elected
biennially on the odd years by the council membership.

f.

no executive member may serve for more than two consecutive
tenns.

g.

any

council member may be considered for nomination to the
executive conmittee by being reconmended by another member. A

consent-to-serve fonn and biographical data must be submitted
with the rec01T1nendation.
h.

Section YI

in the event a vacancy occurs in other positions on the executive conmittee the position will be filled in the next year.

Standing COJI111ittees

The Nominating Conmittee:
a.

shall consist of 3 council members.

b.

shall solicit suggestions for nominees from the membership.

c.

shall take into consideration nominating members from various
geographical regions.

d.

shall obtain consent-to-serve forms from nominees selected by

e.

shall prepare a ballot consisting of two or more nominees for
each of the vacant positions on the executive conmittee.

f.

shall notify the membership of the ballot at least·one month
prior to the voting deadline.

Section VII
rw
5/8/80

the nominating c0111nittee.

A few additional comnittees may be created as the need arises.

June 14, 1983

1108 Scranton Place
Durham, N. C. 27713
Dr. Juanita Hunter
127 Shirley Avenue
Buffalo, New York 14215

Dear Juanita:

Dr. Juanita Hunter
June 14, 1983
Page Two
The Native Americans were supplied by Lorene Farr1s and the
ANA talent bank. Letters went from Cheryl after only eleven of
twenty-five responded. The same is true of Hispanics. Illdura
Rohde supplied several names, the ANA talent bank some and by word
of mouth others. Hector Gonzalez was in the first mailing.
The news about Charles Hargett is almost unbelievable.
wonder what happened.

Take care and let me know of anything further to be done.

It was good to hear from you a few days ago. I was disappointed
over the prospects of seeing you in May and wondered what happened.
It sounds as though Chairing the Cabinet on Human Rights is almost
a full time job.
As you've probably heard by now, I attended NLN Convention and
spent one or two hours every day at the ANA Booth. I wanted to get
the reaction for sales, etc. Many were quite impressed with what
they saw and I believe this fall we'll see sales rise.
It was a real pleasure to meet Miss Eunice Cole, who brought
along her book for me to autograph, Mr. Moore in Marketing and of
course several of the staff.
Now about the concern raised at Board meeting re: Ethelrine
and Barbara Nichols. Ethelrine was correct, she did not respond to
either the first or second letter. Barbara was sent three letters.
After not hearing from her, I discussed the situation with Cheryl
and she took a fourth letter from me and had Barbara's Secretary
place it with "urgent" correspondence and still she did not reply.
On~ would assume after these attempts and no response that she did
not care to be included.
There are several others who also failed to respond. Only one
of these, Oliver Osborne had the courtesy to send a reply. For
your information, I am enclosing the original list of Afro-Americans
and you can see who they are. Please return this list.
Grace Sills of the Human Rights Cabinet suggested several names
for inclusion. Cheryl and I followed through with them and only one,
Juanita Fleming sent in the necessary materials.

I

Sincerely.

/.k,...,_
Helen S. Miller. M.S.N.

HSM:pj
Enclosure

AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION
TO:

Cheryl 0. Thompson
Staff Specialist, Human Rights

FROM:

Edward W. Kriss '/ .. ::.General Counsel> ·

DATE:

September 20, 1982

RE:

Vulnerability of ANA to suit for publication of Health Care
Services for Native Americans

I have reviewed the above-referenced publication, and in my opinion it is
unlikely that a successful suit against ANA could be maintained because of
the publication.
A lawsuit against ANA for the publication would most likely have to be an
action for libel. It is questionable whether or not an agency of the federal
governlll:!nt, the Indian Health Service, can be libeled and has standing to sue
for libel. Further, my reading of the publication shows that there are no
direct references to individuals that might be construed to be defamatory.
Even if it is assumed that the Indian Health Service or an individual has
standing to bring a libel action, ANA might well have a defense by asserting
the publication is not actionable because of the privilege of {1) fair
co111T1ent or criticism on matters of public .interest or concern, or (2) reports
of proceedings of public interest.
However, the law of defamation is fluid and there can be no guarantee that
suit will not be filed, albeit on tenuous grounds. A lawsuit for libel is
sometimes used as a device to get the plaintiff's "side of the story 11 on the
"public record 11 • Conversely, 1awsuits for 1 ibel are often not brought because
the potential
plaintiff wishes to avoid further public airing of the publication
deelll:!d
objectionable.
On the whole I doubt that ANA will be subjected to suit over the publication.
Those who may be aggrieved over the publication, including the Indian Health
Service, will probably find it more fruitful to pursue other means to rectify
the misrepresentations they believe are contained in the publication.
EWK:njh

7
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AGE-I-A
2420 Perahlng Road. Kansas~. Missouri 84108
(816) 474.5720
Cables:

Barbara L Nichols. M.S., RN.

Amernurses U.S.A.

Presidl!lnf

September 3, 1982
Washington Office:
1030 15th Street N.W.
Washington. D.C. 20005

&ec&IINe DinK:lor

All:Jaltl8, 1982
1l+ AiA £. Stll!!nrig, CbaiJ:perscn
OOancil of. airsinJ
Beillth service, Abemeen Area
In!1an 8elll.tb Service

Pedera1 Bui-ldtr,g, axa 309
Abcdeen, south Dakota 57401

a-.

Our Reference:

Billings Area

Indian Health Service
Z1Zl Central Avenue

P.O. Box 2143

CN

Billings MT 59103

(202) 296-8010

Myrtle K Aydelotte. Ph.D.• R.N.. F.A.AN.

Dear

Publ"IC Healttl Service
Health Servic8$ Administration

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH&. HU.MAN SERVICES

Stem7igz

I • raptm:lll] en behalf of the o:wdssi.al aa Hman Rights aboot (Xl'JCeffl8
regarding tbe pi>llcatiat, Beal.th care services for the Native American, in
testJn:ny pcesentm at a heiirliij aa June a, Ba.

heariBJ was to solicit testimony frm as many
scurces as possible. A press release a n : ! ~ materials wre mailed
extensively to all heal:t:h m5 luDim service agencies ln the area, reservation
newspapers aac1 newsletters, am cicganizatims whose pl'.i.mary p.u:pose is WC'C'king
with Native 1aedcans. 1119 o::mnSsalQ'l 131d ?l0t deny arl'/ individual am/or
orgmizatial the q,portunity to pceaent testinmy. 'l'he sbc1i1e Pli>licatim is t=ie
result of all ta5tblrny m1cb was proridecl at th.is hearing. We regret that·yai
did mt have smet.lld frail your ager-,ey pcesent test:immy ai !l0UC behalf.
'lha intent of this

Ms. Cheryle Thompson
Staff Specialist, Ruman Rights
Research and Policy Analysis Department
American Nurses Association, INC
2420 Pershing Road
Kansas City, MS 64108

3£1' 101982

Dear Ms. Thompson:
I am writing as an active member of the American Nurses Association
to express my dismay that a structural unit of my professional
association would publish and distribute a document such as Health
Care Services for the Native American, without first confirming the
accuracy of the statements made at the hearing, or at a minimum, a
disclaimer.

"11mnk p

I am the Clinical Nurse Consultant for the Billings Area Indian Health
Servica, and have always supported and encouraged membership i~.the
American Nurses Association. I find it difficult to continue· such
support when a document is distributed by the same organization that
portrays such a false picture of our agency. In my own personal
opinion, the information you so prompty circulated was a direct and
negative reflection on the many hundreds of dedicated professional
nurses who were deligently raising the level of health care of the
American Indian population, before the American Nurses Association
deemed in appropriate to hold such a hearing.

Sincuely,

I am currently the only candidate running for president-elect in the
Montana Nurses Association.
It is my hope that perhaps by holding
that office I might be able to promote a more responsible attitude in
the national organization toward publication of such questionable
material.

for fxxwardin:J your cxn:ems regatding t.iis !U)l.icaticn to the
cxwd:nia'l. · I apcllogize far the delay in respoming. It was mcessary to
a::ntact the JIHiler8 of the am prior tx:> air written respoose. If ym have
ar:Jaitimal. ca1CetnS, please eantact me at the headquarters of ttll9 Ameriem
Ntzrses' M80ciat1m 1n FarEas City.

Qleryl D. 'ltJCmpBal
staff Specialist, IiUman Rights
Besearch ad POliey Analysis Depa:t::nent

(I\/

WI J1 fan t~iler:

mA. - An Equal Opportunity Emplc:,/er

.li.,

l
M.S • •

Area Clinical Nurse Consultant.

cc:

&mice Olle
J'mith A. Yates

.

~~land W. Arnold,

CDr:tlwr8l
CCI

f\
"
'
t.~,J \1) · "'"'"~

~cerely,

Eunice Cole, President, American Nurses Association
Judith Yates, Executive Director, American Nurses Association
Tom Stenvig, Chairman, Council of Nurses

